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ABSTRACT
Environmental pollutants can be found in many ecosystems and cover many
different compound classes. The Environmental Protection Agency is responsible for
monitoring and regulating several of these classes of compounds which daily enter the
environment. However, there are still hundreds, if not thousands, of compounds
present in the environment which have yet to be regulated or even identified. The
discovery and identification of these unknown emerging pollutants is crucial for the
prevention of potential human health risks and irreversible ecological damage.
The research presented is divided into two projects. The first part of this
research investigates the disinfectant 3-Bromo-1-chloro-5,5-dimethylhydantoin, which
is often used in the treatment of hot tubs. Treating the water with this chemical is
intended to protect the swimmer from harmful bacteria that may be present in the
water. However, the reaction of the disinfectant with other organic compounds found in
the water can lead to the formation of potentially toxic disinfection by-products. The
use of thermal desorption negative chemical ionization time-of-flight mass spectrometry
allows for a wider range of compounds to be ionized than conventional gas or liquid
chromatography. The high resolution mass data were used to infer a molecular formula
that could be used in database searches to find potential structural matches. The mass
spectra indicated the presence of ions containing one and two bromine atoms.
xix

The second study investigated the oxidation of the prevalent environmental
contaminant triclosan. Triclosan is known to oxidize to form 2,4-dichlorophenol, which is
carcinogenic and displays some estrogenic activity. While other oxidation products have
been hypothesized, such as other dichlorophenols, none have been positively identified.
Analysis of reactions of triclosan and hydrogen peroxide at high pH indicate the
presence of three compounds that appear to all be dichlorophenols. One compound has
been identified as 2,4-dichlorophenol. Additionally, 2,5-dichlorophenol and 3,4dichlorophenol have been identified. A late eluting peak has fragmentation consistent
with the dichlorophenols. However, it does not coelute with the dichlorophenol
standards. This compound is hypothesized to be a semi-quinone. The effects of pH on
the oxidation product profile of triclosan are also presented.

xx

CHAPTER ONE
THE HISTORY OF WATER TREATMENT AND CURRENT CHALLENGES
Introduction
The earliest known methods of water treatment were simple filtration to remove
particulates. Today, water treatment uses various chemicals and processes to enhance
the aesthetic qualities and overall safety of drinking water as well as water treated and
released to the environment. Treatment plants typically use some combination of the
following processes, depending on the source water. Flocculation and sedimentation are
employed to coagulate small, suspended particles present in source water to form
larger particles which settle out of the water. Water may then be passed on to a
filtration process which removes particulates and enhances the effectiveness of
disinfection. Ion exchange processes can be used to remove metals such as arsenic and
chromium, and other ions like nitrates. Adsorption techniques, such as those that use
activated carbon, remove unwanted coloring, compounds causing adverse taste and
odor, and other organic compounds. Finally disinfection, typically using chlorine, is
employed to kill potentially dangerous microbes. Disinfection may also be done using
chloramine, chlorine dioxide, ozone, UV radiation, or combinations of these methods.
Water to be released to the environment may undergo an additional neutralization
reaction to remove any residual disinfectant before release. The chemical
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decontamination and disinfection of drinking water was a major public health
improvement that was achieved at the beginning of the 20th century1-4.
Sewer systems in metropolitan areas are designed to carry waste from homes
and businesses to wastewater treatment plants that convert raw sewage (influent) into
treated water, which can be released into rivers or other bodies of water (effluent).
Combined sewer systems have “outflow” mechanisms that allow for sewer overflow
(caused by excess rainwater accumulation) to empty into surface waters (rivers,
streams, and lakes). These overflow events typically occur during or shortly after a
rainstorm event. When overflow events occur, untreated raw sewage and wastewater
from homes and businesses can bypass the water treatment process altogether and
enter the aquatic environment directly. In the Chicago area, the combined sewer system
has outflows spaced approximately every quarter to half mile, dependent on population
density, along the Lake Michigan waterfront and the Calumet and Chicago Rivers (Figure
1)5.
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Figure 1. Map of Chicago area Lake Michigan shoreline and waterways with sampling
points indicated by drops (CSSC = Chicago Sanitary and Ship Canal).
The City of Chicago obtains its drinking water mainly from Lake Michigan, so it is
necessary to protect this body of water from sewage contamination resulting from
overflow events. In the early part of the 20th century, the Army Corps of Engineers
undertook a project to reverse the flow of the Chicago River to prevent raw sewage
from entering Lake Michigan and contaminating the drinking water supply. This resulted
initially in the creation of the Chicago Sanitary and Ship Canal which reversed the flow of
the Chicago River causing it to flow into the Des Plaines River, the Illinois River and
eventually into the Mississippi River and the Gulf of Mexico. After the opening of the
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canal and in the years that followed its creation, the City of Chicago did see significant
drops in the occurrence of illnesses caused by contaminated drinking water, such as
cholera and typhoid. However, raw sewage still ended up in Lake Michigan after
significant rainfall events causing waters to be polluted by raw sewage. As the
population of Chicago grew, the system for water diversion from Lake Michigan to dilute
the pollution found in the Chicago River eventually grew to include the North Shore
Channel and the Calumet-Sag Channel, the latter of which reversed the flow of the
Calumet River away from Lake Michigan into the Calumet-Sag Channel which connected
with the Sanitary and Ship Canal. Finally, as technology developed and more was
learned about the impacts of raw sewage in the environment, treatment plants were
built along the canal systems to greatly reduce the amount of untreated sewage
entering the environment. These treatment systems release effluent streams (treated
sewage) which may contain industrial pollutants, pharmaceuticals, personal care
products (soaps, shampoos, make-up, fragrances, etc.) as well as compounds created
through the wastewater disinfection process which may be deleterious to the aquatic
ecosystem6-8.
There have been more than 101 million unique organic and inorganic chemical
substances registered with the Chemical Abstracts Service (CAS) since July 2015.
Approximately fifteen thousand new substances are added daily. More than 68 million
products are commercially available comprised from 30 million unique CAS Registry
Numbers from over 880 suppliers9. The number of unregistered compounds (e.g. illicit
drugs or non-patented or unpublished synthetic products) is unknown. Consequently,
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the potential number of chemicals that may be entering the environment is simply
astronomical. Studies investigating the prevalence of pharmaceuticals and personal care
products (PPCPs) in the environment and other waters have revealed just how broad
the exposure could be in addition to highlighting some of the potential detrimental
effects exposure to these compounds can have on humans and wildlife10-15.
Environmental, waste and drinking waters are not the only systems susceptible
to the influence of micro pollutants. Pools, hot tubs and other recreational and parks
also disinfect water to ensure patron safety. These waters are treated similarly to others
in that they undergo filtration and chemical treatment, like disinfection. The unique
aspect to pools is that the water is recirculated and residual levels of disinfectant need
to be maintained for effective disinfection. Utilization of pools not only introduce more
organic compounds but also can reduce the levels of disinfectant if proper care is not
taken in monitoring. The introduction of unknown organics and subsequent reaction
with the disinfectant leads to the formation disinfection by-products (DBPs). These
compounds can continue recirculating in the pool and in the treatment system, which,
in turn, may form other variants on the already present DBPs16,17.
Increasing global access to safe drinking water and sanitation has the potential
to improve the quality of life of billions of people and greatly decrease cases of
waterborne diseases that may result in death18. Thus, clean, safe water is essential for
the survival of human life. As nations continue to develop, the threat of contamination
to water sources essential for life are at an ever increasing risk from contaminants that
enter the environment. While water treatment does significantly reduce the cause of
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concern for disease transmission, as observed in more developed countries, water
treatment techniques do unintentionally introduce potentially harmful disinfection byproducts (DBPs) into the waters and other pollutants may not be fully removed.
However, treatment processes are not the only contributor to water pollutants as there
are many other possible sources of contamination (Figure 2)19-22.

Figure 2. Sources of emerging contaminants216.
Environmental contaminants coming from pharmaceuticals, personal care
products, water disinfection, and other anthropogenic sources can be classified as
emerging contaminants. Broadly defined, an emerging contaminant is a compound that
has been detected in the environment for which no regular environmental monitoring is
being carried out and no, or minimal, toxicological data exists23. Due to structural
similarities to known toxic substances, many emerging contaminants are suspected of
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exerting adverse human and/or ecological effects. While water treatment has
significantly reduced the transmission of waterborne disease, processes are not
effective in removing many emerging pollutants in addition to being implicated in
creating DBPs. Due to the variety of compound classes entering the treatment process
and the lack of knowledge about the reactions that these compounds may undergo
during the treatment process, it is difficult to optimize systems for the complete
removal of all potential threats to human and environmental health and mitigate the
risk of DBP formation. The World Health Organization (WHO), in a paper on the
prevention of cancer24, indicate that while water treatment is well designed to deal with
the more immediate biological and specific chemical hazards, the number of different
chemical classes that may be present in source waters may necessitate more specific
and extensive treatment methodologies to fully remove all chemical hazards, especially
those of carcinogenic nature. As little is known about the compounds, which may be
entering the environment and their associated toxicity, it is imperative that researchers
develop analytical methodologies to determine what new hazards, towards humans and
the environment, may be lurking in our water. The following describes a selection of
compound classes which may be found in the environment and the potential threats
these chemicals may have on human and environmental health.
Pesticides
Pesticides are a broad class of compounds containing the likes of herbicides,
insecticides, bactericides, and fungicides as examples. Due to their extensive worldwide
use in agriculture and in the industrial emission during production, pesticides are a
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major contributor to the growing number of pollutants found in surface waters. Though
pesticides are found extensively in the environment, they are not considered emerging
contaminants. There is a comprehensive knowledge of pesticides occurring in the
environment, but information on their environmental transformation products is not as
extensive, leading these to be classified as emerging contaminants25.
Few studies have been conducted on the removal of pesticides from
wastewater, but reports conclude an overall poor removal of most pesticides studied 2628.

Instances have also been reported of treatment processes increasing the

concentration of selected pesticides. While it is uncertain why pesticide concentrations
may increase through the treatment process, it has been proposed that metabolized
pesticides entering the treatment process may be deconjugated, either through
hydrolysis or bacterial metabolism, leading to the free form being detected.
Transformation products, hydrolysis, and desorption from particulate matter are also
potential routes through which concentrations may increase during the treatment
process26.
Pesticides have been found in surface and ground waters across the United
States (U.S.) increasing concern that, though regulated, pesticides pose a threat to
human health through the water supply29,30. In fact, instances of drinking water
contamination by pesticides leading to human ingestion have been reported31,32. While
the levels of pesticides observed in ground waters typically do not exceed levels
established by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) for the protection of
human health, levels observed in surface waters were sufficiently high to be of
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significance to aquatic life and the surrounding ecosystem. Additionally some pesticides,
specifically organochlorine compounds, are known to persist in the environment 29,30. A
survey of U.S. streams and rivers conducted from 1992-201133 found atrazine to be
present in at least 75% of the samples analyzed. Metolachlor was found in at least 55%
of the samples analyzed. These two compounds are mono-chlorinated herbicides.
Variation in detection frequency was observed based on land use. Mean concentrations
observed in U.S. freshwaters for atrazine is 2.4 µg/L with a maximum observed
concentration of 201 µg/L. The mean observed concentration for metolachlor is 1.2 µg/L
with a maximum concentration of 77.6 µg/L34.
The full impact of pesticides on human health may not be fully realized as some
exposure symptoms may be incorrectly linked to other causes. However, pesticides have
been linked with increased risk of various cancers, chloracne, porphyria, and neuropathy
in humans35. Studies of human exposure to pesticides via contaminated well water
indicated the possibility of transient liver injuries related to the pesticide exposure as
well31.
Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons
Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) are a class of organic compounds
consisting of two or more fused benzene rings often resulting from incomplete
combustion of materials such as oil, petroleum, gas, coal, and wood 36,37. PAHs are of
concern due to their carcinogenic and mutagenic properties. Links to an increased risk
of lung and bladder cancer have been associated with occupational PAH exposure 38.
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The presence of PAHs in the aquatic environment and in water treatment plants
has been known since the 1970s39. However, minimal research has been conducted on
the effectiveness of PAH removal during the treatment process. A study published in
2013 investigating the removal efficiency of 16 PAHs in drinking water concluded that,
while PAH levels were below regulated levels, there was an overall increase in total PAH
concentration during the drinking water treatment process40.
Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons pose numerous health risks to aquatic species.
The complex mixture of PAHs that is present in the environment makes assessing
individual toxicity and exposure difficult. However, this does not prevent the utilization
of single compounds to be used as models in assessing potential toxicity to aquatic
species. Furthermore, as PAHs are lipophilic, these compounds are known to
accumulate in tissue, leading to the exposure of higher order organisms and the risk of
other potential detrimental health effects in species further up the food chain. Sea
bream, a fish species found in the Atlantic and Mediterranean, has been used in acute
exposure studies using benzo[a]pyrene. At a dose of 2 mg/L and exposure for 12 to 72
hours, sea bream exhibited not only accumulation of benzo[a]pyrene but also
morphological changes, inflammatory responses, and induced cytochrome P450 1A
activity in the gills, liver, and muscle41. Benzo[a]pyrene has also demonstrated an ability
to induce aldehyde reductase in tilapia. However, whether this induces any toxic effects
is as of yet unknown42. Fluorene, phenanthrene and pyrene have been investigated for
the individual as well as combined effects on sea bream as well. Compounds were dosed
at concentrations ranging from 5 to 200 µg/L. As observed in other studies, the single
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PAHs accumulated in the muscle in a manner consistent with the dose the fish was
exposed to, i.e. the higher the dose the more the PAH accumulated in the fish tissue. A
decrease in swimming and an overall increase in the number of immobilized fish were
observed, which correlated to the exposure dose. The same trends were observed for
the above measures when using a mixture of the three PAHs43.
Metabolites of PAHs lead to different toxic effects in aquatic species as well. A
flatfish species (Limanda limanda) was collected from two areas of the Seine Estuary in
France. The collected fish were separated into respective groups based on sex and age
(juvenile and adult). The induction of cytochrome P450 1A was assessed by using an
activity assay of the liver enzyme 7-ethoxyresorufin-O-deethylase (EROD). Differences
were observed between male and female fish as well as juvenile and adult. The comet
assay, used to assess DNA strand breakage, allowed for the differentiation of seasonal
variation at each site as well as between the two sites. Trends were observed between
PAH-hydroxylated metabolite concentration and the comet assay. Higher metabolite
concentrations resulted in a greater prevalence of DNA strand breakage44. Oxygenated
PAH metabolites (specifically anthracene-9,10-dione, benz[a]anthracene-7,12-dione,
and 9,10-dihydrobenzo[a]pyrene-7-(8H)-one) were compared to their parent PAHs
(anthracene, benz[a]anthracene, and benzo[a]pyrene) for hepatic fatty acid β-oxidation
in chicken embryos. A reduction in hepatic β-oxidation was observed after exposure to
all three PAHs at once. A combination of the three PAH metabolites resulted in an
increase in hepatic β-oxidation. Further investigation into the cause of this result
implicated exposure to the metabolite of benzo[a]pyrene, 9,10-dihydrobenzo[a]pyrene-
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7-(8H)-one, as the causative agent. This preliminary study into avian exposure to PAH
metabolites has opened the door to future studies into more extensive risk assessment
studies related to PAHs and their associated metabolites45. Malmquist et al.46 proposed
that metabolites of alkyl-PAHs, primarily polycyclic aromatic acids, may present a new
class of contaminants that needs further investigation towards ecological risk
assessment. The effects of PAHs are routinely extrapolated from test compounds.
However, organisms are never exposed to a single PAH but rather to a complex cocktail,
which may have different effects than the individual components. While the toxicity of
various PAHs are known, the unknown risks of these PAH mixtures as well as the
introduction of PAH metabolites as potential risk factors open other avenues for further
study.
Disinfection By-Products
Disinfectants such as chlorine, chloramine, ozone, and chlorine dioxide are
strong oxidizing agents employed in the treatment process for reducing the populations
of harmful bacteria as well as for oxidizing anthropogenic matter. Disinfectants though
do unintentionally create by-products, referred to as disinfection by-products or DBPs,
which have become recognized as emerging environmental contaminants47,48. DBPs
have been known to persist in the water since the mid-1970s when trihalomethanes
(THMs) (Figure 3) were first identified in the water supply49. Research into DBPs through
laboratory scale experiments in which disinfectants were reacted with natural organic
matter (NOM) present in water or direct analysis of drinking water has led to the
identification of at least 600 DBPs, which may be found in drinking water. The number
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of potential DBPs is only expected to increase as newer disinfection and water
treatment processes are implemented50-55.
A

B

C

D

Figure 3. Structures of the four EPA regulated THMs: (A) bromoform, (B)
bromodichloromethane, (C) chloroform, and (D) dibromochloromethane.
The creation of these DBPs would in itself not be a major concern if the created
compounds were benign. However, it is known that THMs do cause cancer in laboratory
test animals and thus could present a serious health risk to humans13,56. A study
conducted by Villanueva et al.14 concluded that male humans exposed to an average of
more than 1 µg/L THMs are at an increased risk to bladder cancer compared to those
with lower to no exposure to THMs. Comparatively, among THM exposed women, there
was no observed associated risk to an increased risk of bladder cancer14. Other targets
of potential negative health outcomes investigated have included selected birth defects
(neural tube defects, heart defects, and orofacial clefts). However, in their research,
Shaw et al.57 did not observe any obvious patterns associated with THM exposure and
the selected malformations.
THMs have been extensively researched. However, other halogenated DBPs with
proposed toxicity have begun to be identified in various aqueous media. Zhao et al.48
characterized and identified 2,6-dichloro-1,4-benzoquinone, 2,6-dichloro-3-methyl-1,4benzoquinone, 2,3,6-trichloro-1,4-benzoquinone, and 2,6-dibromo-1,4-benzoquinone
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(Figure 4), all suspected bladder carcinogens, in drinking water using high pressure liquid
chromatography (HPLC) coupled to a hybrid quadrupole time-of-flight (QTOF) mass
spectrometer (MS). In another study, Zhao et al.58 investigated the presence of 8
halobenzoquinones in nine drinking water plants across the U.S. and Canada using liquid
chromatography tandem mass spectrometry (LC/MS/MS). Of the eight investigated
compounds, four were detected and two, 2,6-dichloro-1,4-benzoquinone and 2,6dibromo-1,4-benzonquinone, were detected in over half of the samples collected. More
recently, Zhang et al.59 utilized ultrahigh resolution mass spectrometry (Fourier
transform ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometry) to determine formulas for 441
monobrominated and 37 dibrominated DBPs in simulated drinking water samples
following treatment with chlorine. However, none of these compounds have yet been
identified.
A
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D

Figure 4. Structures of (A) 2,6-dichloro-1,4-benzoquinone, (B) 2,6-dichloro-3-methyl-1,4benzoquinone, (C) 2,3,6-trichloro-1,4-benzoquinone, and (D) 2,6-dibromo-1,4benzoquinone.
With many emerging contaminants, particularly DBPs, studies investigating the
toxicity of any given compound are lacking. In those studies that do investigate
particular compounds, it is unclear what kind of an effect the many other compounds
found in the drinking water matrix may have on the overall toxicity, i.e. toxicity which is
additive, synergistic or antagonistic. Regardless of the complexity of the matrix and
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various interactions, looking at individual component toxicity does present a potential
threat. What is understood among halogenated DBPs, though, is toxicity appears to
increase when going down the period; chlorinated compounds are generally least toxic
followed by brominated, and finally iodinated compounds being the most toxic50,60.
Drinking water, though, is not the only matrix in which DBPs, or emerging
contaminants for that matter, can be found. As pools and hot tubs are also disinfected,
a vital part of pool care for the mitigation of microbial contamination, many DBPs can be
found in these matrices as well. The commonly observed haloacetic acids (HAAs) (Figure
5), particularly di- and tri- chloroacetic acids, as well the THMs chloroform and
bromoform were dominant species found61,62. The prevalence of brominated or
chlorinated species present is dependent on the chemicals used for disinfection, i.e.
chlorinated species dominated with chlorinating agents and brominated species
dominated with brominating agents62. Richardson et al.63 undertook an extensive
identification of DBPs in pool waters, which were either treated with chlorinating or
brominating agents, using gas chromatography mass spectrometry (GC/MS). A number
of other haloacids, such as 3-bromopropenoic acid and trichloropropenoic acid, were
observed in addition to the other common HAAs. A selection of haloaldehydes,
halonitriles, haloketones, a few nonhalogenated DBPs, and several other DBPS from
other compound classes were tentatively identified with some identities being
confirmed through authentication with standards.
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Figure 5. Structures of the five EPA regulated HAAs: (A) chloroacetic acid, (B)
dichloroacetic acid, (C) trichloroacetic acid, (D) bromoacetic acid, and (E) dibromoacetic
acid.
Exposure to DBPs in aquatic park environments does not necessarily occur
through ingestion of water as it does with DBPs in drinking water. Xiao et al.64 found
that 2,4-dibromophenol, 2,4-dichlorophenol and 2-bromophenol were permeable at
rates of 0.031, 0.021, and 0.023 cm/hr with skin being 2-3 mm thick on average. The
interaction of disinfectants with the skin also lead to the formation of DBPs.
Chloroform, a known carcinogen56, has been observed at elevated levels in the
blood of swimmers and is attributed to both the presence of chloroform in the pool
water as well as the air in indoor pool environments65. Kogevinas et al.66 found that the
total concentration of four THMs (chloroform, bromoform, bromodichloromethane, and
chlorodibromomethane) in exhaled breath was approximately 7 times higher in
swimmers than before swimming. Participants in this study also contributed urine
samples to investigate mutagenicity. A compound is a mutagen if it induces a change,
either directly or indirectly, in DNA which can be inherited. Genotoxic compounds are
mutagens as well, but the changes in the DNA lead to cell death or mutations 67,68. It was
found that urine mutagenicity increased significantly and was associated with increased
concentrations of bromoform66. These findings support the potential genotoxic effects
of exposure to DBPs such as the reported higher risk of bladder cancer.
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Links have been observed between swimming and DBP exposure and conditions
such as respiratory ailments (like asthma), allergies, and dermatological conditions (like
eczema). However, these links may be tenuous at best as the relations have not been
consistently observed across studies investigating DBPs and swimming and the potential
health effects69. It is generally accepted, though, that pool waters do have a degree of
non-specific toxicity. Assessments toward more specific toxicological endpoints (such as
genotoxicity and mutagenicity) have resulted in mixed results. Comparisons of
genotoxicity between tap water presumably used to fill pools and the pool water itself
found in some instances an increased genotoxicity of pool water. However, differences
in genotoxicity of waters exist dependent on the disinfectant used. Comparisons for
mutagenicity found little to no difference between tap water and treated pool
water61,63,70.
Pharmaceuticals and Personal Care Products
Pharmaceuticals and personal care products began to garner more attention in
the late 1990s and early 2000s after reports came out about the prevalence of PPCPs in
surface waters15,71. Since that time, a number of pharmaceuticals have been consistently
observed in the environment. Studies investigating different sources of water (surface,
waste water influent and effluent, drinking water) have reported detectable levels of
ibuprofen, aspirin, diclofenac, diazepam, estradiol and other synthetic steroids,
erythromycin, and sulfamethoxazole, as examples72-75. Seasonal variations in
concentrations of PPCPs, and other emerging contaminants, have been observed75,76.
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While these products are designed to enhance human health, they pose an
ecological threat. Improper disposal of household pharmaceuticals is the primary
pathway of environmental contamination. This problem is particularly acute in
hospitals77-80. Anti-inflammatory drugs, such as ibuprofen, which can lead to cardio
abnormalities in species, are commonly observed in the environment. Antidepressants,
antifungals, beta blockers, and an array of antibiotics have also been observed and
linked to various deleterious effects on aquatic life, including decreased growth and
other developmental abnormalities (fathead minnows, medaka, and rainbow trout),
lower sperm counts (fathead minnows), and suppressed immune systems (rainbow
trout)81. The release of antibiotics to the environment is also believed to contribute to
increased antibiotic resistance82.
Among the most highly prescribed pharmaceuticals are benzodiazepines, such as
diazepam, which have also been among the more extensively studied pharmaceuticals
in environmental and waste waters. Calisto and Esteves83, in their review of
pharmaceuticals in the environment used to treat mental health disorders, found
concentrations of diazepam to be as high as 1.18 µg/L in waste water influent of a
sewage treatment plant in Belgium. A municipal sewage treatment plant in Germany
had concentrations in the effluent that were significantly less with maximum
concentrations reported around 0.053 µg/L. Surface waters had concentrations up to
0.88 µg/L were found in Germany, and diazepam concentrations up to 23.5 ng/L were
observed in Italy83. Despite the global presence of diazepam in the environment, toxicity
studies have only investigated acute effects on aquatic organisms. To observe acute
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effects, concentrations of diazepam were found to be significantly higher than even the
highest concentration found in surface waters. Diazepam may have effects on the
nervous system of fish and has been observed to inhibit polyp regeneration in Hydra
vulgaris, a fresh water invertebrate84.
Pedrouzo et al.85 have studied river and tap water and waste water influent for
the presence of macrolides, sulfonamides, and other pharmaceuticals using liquid
chromatography coupled to an ion trap mass spectrometer. Of the compounds
observed in river water from the Ebro, Ter and Llobregat rivers in Spain,
sulfamethoxazole, an antibiotic used to treat bacterial infections such as urinary tract
infections, had the highest concentration (50 ng/L). Sewage treatment plants in the
Tarragona region of Spain with a maximum concentration of 0.24 µg/L Ranitidine, which
is used to treat heartburn and other stomach maladies, was most frequently detected in
waste water influent. Ranitidine and sulfamethoxazole have also been observed in
influent wastewater samples between 20 and 2,175 ng/L and 453 and 5,695 ng/L
respectively86. Ranitidine is not considered harmful for aquatic organisms due to its high
LC50 (> 100 mg/L). However, the H2- and histamine receptors with which the drug acts
on in human gastrointestinal systems, are also present in the brain. Thus, an adverse
central nervous system reaction or other side effects may be possible. Additionally,
aquatic species have been found to have similar receptors, so it is possible that
ranitidine may act on aquatic species as well. The effects of ranitidine on aquatic species
have not been fully investigated though84. Similarly, sulfamethoxazole concentrations up
to 100 µg/L do not appear to show any acute or chronic toxicity effects on several
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aquatic species that are used as test subjects. Inhibition of algae growth in the presence
of sulfamethoxazole and other pharmaceuticals is possible, indicating singular toxicity
studies are not sufficient to fully determine the effects pharmaceuticals, or other
emerging contaminants, may have on aquatic species87.
Most pharmaceutical metabolites are known to be biologically inactive.
However, metabolic processes, such as glucuronidation and sulfonation, increase the
water solubility of many pharmaceuticals, thus enabling them to spread throughout the
environment more extensively than the parent molecule itself. As a result, metabolites
such as these have been suggested to pose a greater ecological threat than the parent
molecule. Those metabolites, which are biologically active, such as retinoid glucuronides
and morphine-6-glucuronide could easily pose a threat to the aquatic environment88.
Pharmaceuticals and other xenobiotic compounds are eliminated from the
human body through a series of reactions commonly called Phase I and Phase II
metabolism or biotransformation. Phase I and II enzyme-catalyzed chemical reactions
modify the structure of the substrate to species that is large, carries a charge, and is
more hydrophilic allowing for the elimination of the xenobiotic in urine or feces. Phase I
biotransformation is the hydrolysis, reduction, or oxidation of the xenobiotic to either
expose or introduce a functional group (-OH, -NH2, -SH, or –COOH), which slightly
increases the hydrophilicity (Scheme 1). Phase II reactions are acetylation, methylation,
and reactions that conjugate glucuronides, sulfates, glutathione, or amino acids to the
xenobiotic (Scheme 2). The addition of these moieties greatly increases the
hydrophilicity leading to their elimination from the body67,68.
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Scheme 1. Phase I biotransformation of testosterone by hydroxylation.

Scheme 2. Phase II glucuronidation of the antibiotic chloramphenicol.
The first metabolites reported in aqueous matrices, such as waste water
effluent, were those of clofibrate and aspirin in 197789. These two drugs undergo Phase I
metabolism in the liver resulting in the formation of the hydrolysis products clofibric
acid and salicylic acid90 which were the identified metabolites. Since that time, a number
of other pharmaceutical metabolites have been reported in surface and waste waters.
Ferrer and Thurman91 identified the Phase II glucuronide metabolite of the
antidepressant lamotrigine in surface water samples from nine different states
(Alabama, Colorado, Kansas, Nebraska, Ohio, New York, Minnesota, Texas, and Utah) at
a median concentration of 195 ng/L using LC-QTOF-MS. While less toxic than the parent
compound, the glucuronide metabolite can undergo hydrolysis in the environment back
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to lamotrigine. A suite of illicit drugs (amphetamine, methamphetamine, morphine,
cocaine, and methadone as examples) and the common Phase I or Phase II metabolites
(norcocaine, morphine-3β-D-glucuronide, and 11-nor-9-carboxy-Δ9tetrahydrocannabinol as examples) have also been observed in both influent and
effluent wastewater coming from treatment plants in Italy and Switzerland21. Sunkara
and Wells92 identified the Phase II sulfate metabolite of acetaminophen and the Phase I
metabolite p-aminophenol using LC/MS/MS. Only the sulfate metabolite was reliably
quantified at a concentration around 33 µg/L. As possible with glucuronides, the sulfate
moiety can be lost resulting in the free parent molecule being present in the
environment. Five Phase I metabolites of carbamazepine, an anti-epileptic, were found
at concentrations between 15-1100 ng/L in both treated and untreated waste waters
obtained from a waste water treatment plant in Peterborough, ON, Canada which
services about 75,000 people. As with many of these metabolites, actual toxicity data
are limited. However, the potential for adverse environmental effects may be amplified
through greater water solubility of these compounds93.
Phenol Derivatives
Phenolic compounds come from a variety of consumer products and industrial
sources, some of which have been discussed. Chlorophenols have been used in industry
as wood preservatives, intermediates for pesticides, and as home and industrial
disinfectants. Phenolic compounds can also be found in sunscreens, perfumes and other
personal care products. Further chlorinated derivatives of phenolic compounds may be
the result of the disinfection process for water treatment94,95. A number of other
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halogenated phenol derivatives have historically been used in clothing, furniture, and
drapery as flame retardants96. Of the many compounds that can be classified as
phenolic, triclosan (5-chloro-2-(2,4-dichlorophenoxy)phenol) and bisphenol A (BPA or
2,2-bis(4-hydroxyphenyl)propane) have been studied for their environmental
persistence and links to negative health effects in both animals and humans and are
here discussed.
BPA is used commonly in the manufacture of plastics, specifically polyesterstyrene and polycarbonate plastics used in food and beverage packaging. BPA has also
found uses in dental sealants and fillings, adhesives, protective coatings, epoxy resins,
flame retardants, water supply pipes, and even compact discs97. Environmental and
human exposure to BPA comes from the estimated one million pounds which is released
to the environment annually. In addition to the exposure to BPA from the environment,
humans are exposed to BPA as it leaches out from plastic food containers and other
food contact surfaces which contain BPA98.
Studies investigating the impact of BPA on aquatic species have concluded that
there are a number of detrimental outcomes which may result. In a review by Kang et
al.99 the concentration of BPA in surface waters was reported to be 8 µg/L or less across
the United States, Germany, Japan, Spain, the Netherlands, and China. The review of the
literature also indicate that BPA is an endocrine disruptor, which leads to vitellogenin
induction as observed in zebrafish and other species, embryonic deformities and a
reduction in the number of eggs and hatchlings observed with medaka, a lower sperm
density and motility seen in brown trout, decreases in total sperm counts in guppies, a
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reduction in testosterone and an induction of estron in turbot, and an induction of
feminization in African clawed frogs as examples99. However, some of these studies
were conducted at concentrations of BPA that would not be considered environmentally
relevant.
In their review on BPA and endocrine disruption, Vandenberg et al. 98 highlighted
several ways by which BPA is known or suspected to interact in the human body. BPA is
classified as a weak environmental estrogen as demonstrated through in vitro assays.
The affinity for BPA to estrogen receptors alpha and beta, though, is approximately
10,000-fold less than that for naturally occurring estradiol100. BPA may also bind with
various other steroid receptors present in the human body and at BPA concentrations
much lower than is needed to induce a response by binding to the estrogen receptors.
The effects of BPA on the human body are further complicated with an affinity to the
thyroid hormone receptor causing BPA to act as an antagonist preventing the binding of
T3, a thyroid hormone involved in a number of physiological processes. Other reviewed
activities of BPA include anti-androgenic properties, binding to the aryl hydrocarbon
receptor, and binding to the estrogen-related receptor-γ98,101.
Yoshino et al.102 investigated the effect of prenatal exposure to BPA on the
immune response of mice. In this study, the female mice were fed varying doses of BPA
for 18 days prior to being paired with a male. Tests measuring both T helper 1 and T
helper 2 immune responses indicated an increased response of those mice prenatally
exposed to BPA. The researchers concluded that this suggests prenatal exposure to BPA
may result in an up-regulation of the immune responses in adulthood. The immune up-
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regulation, it was further hypothesized, could occur either through prenatal or postnatal
exposure to environmental endocrine mimics.
Various studies have correlated increased levels of BPA exposure to adverse
human health effects. Lang et al.103 utilized data from the 2003-2004 National Health
and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES) to find if any correlations existed between
BPA exposure and health outcomes such as chronic disease diagnosis, blood markers of
liver function, glucose homeostasis, inflammation, and lipid changes. It was found that
in the adult population surveyed the higher urinary BPA concentrations were correlated
to an increased prevalence of diabetes, cardiovascular disease and liver enzyme
abnormalities. In a similar investigation, Melzer et al.104 used NHANES data from the
2003-2004 and 2005-2006 surveys. It was found that there was a correlation with high
BPA exposure and the prevalence of heart disease. Correlations to a higher prevalence
of diabetes or abnormalities and BPA exposure were not observed in the 2005-2006
survey data. However, correlations to these negative health outcomes were present in
the pooled data sets. NHANES data have also been used to demonstrate a correlation to
an increased risk of obesity105.
Triclosan is an antimicrobial used in personal care products such as antibacterial
soaps, toothpastes, skin creams, and deodorants. Triclosan has also found wide use in
the medical setting due to its mildness and efficacy against a broad spectrum of
bacteria106,107. The primary route of entry of triclosan into the environment is through
the sewage system as it is washed off the human body and goes down the drain.
Unfortunately, water treatment systems do not fully remove/breakdown triclosan. A
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survey of 139 streams across 30 states found that triclosan was among the most
frequently detected compounds71. A review of the occurrence of triclosan globally found
levels up to 5.37 µg/L in effluent streams being released into the environment. The
same review identified a maximum concentration of triclosan in influent streams of 86.2
µg/L. Triclosan was found up to 1.33 µg/L in river and lake sediment, and concentrations
reached a maximum of 0.48 µg/L in lake and river waters108.
Triclosan is generally accepted as safe for humans as there are no known
negative health effects. The available data from animal testing is diverse across
mammals and other test species as to prevent correlations to possible human toxicity
difficult at best109. Aquatic species experience a variety of effects from triclosan
dependent on exposure time and species. Many of the observed effects are at
concentrations that could be considered not environmentally relevant. Mortality,
decreases in swimming speed, and embryo mortality, among other effects, were
observed in several fish species at concentrations over 50 µg/L. Plant species and other
lower order organisms experienced growth inhibition, changes in growth rate, and
inhibition of photosynthesis, among other results, which were observed at
concentrations under 10 µg/L108. The effects of triclosan on lower order organisms could
have lasting effects up the food chain leading to changes in the ecosystems.
Triclosan may be considered safe, but 2,4-dichlorophenol, a by-product of
triclosan, is known to be carcinogenic as well as display some estrogenic activity110,111.
Triclosan breaks down via cleavage of the ether linkage leading to the formation of 2,4dichlorophenol and 4-chlorocatechol in the water treatment process and in the
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environment (Scheme

3)108,112,113.

The formation of 2,4-dichlorophenol has been

demonstrated in the lab via oxidation using TiO2 and ultraviolet light. This oxidation
process also generated other, unidentified dichlorophenols coming from the cleavage of
reaction intermediates114. Exposure to 2,4-dichlorophenol via water is known and
assumed to be minimal via drinking water as it is regulated by the EPA115. Individuals
may also be exposed to triclosan through personal care products where it is unknown
how it reacts either in formulation or with use. It is unknown if or how triclosan reacts in
product formulations or through use and if this could be an exposure route to
compounds with known human toxicity, such as 2,4-dichlorophenol.
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Scheme 3. Proposed pathways for the degradation of triclosan in the environment and
advanced oxidation water treatment processes (modified and adapted from 113, 114,
116).

CHAPTER TWO
METHODS FOR THE ANALYSIS OF EMERGING CONTAMINANTS
Introduction
Mass spectrometry (MS) is the most widely used method through which
compounds are identified and quantified in the study of emerging contaminants. Other
methods may be utilized to supplement MS allowing for further compound
characterization, but the ability of MS instrumentation to provide mass data is seen as
an absolute necessity toward the identification of unknowns. Further, MS
instrumentation can provide fragmentation patterns that are utilized for the
quantification of compounds. However, not all MS instruments are equal. Selected
ionization sources, mass analyzers, and detectors for mass spectrometry will be
discussed in addition to other instrumental methods of analysis as they relate to
emerging contaminant analysis.
Ionization Sources
The mode of sample ionization is an important consideration for sample analysis
as it relates to mass spectrometry. For the mass of an ion to be determined, it must be
charged. While neutral species may be detected, it is through the indirect means of
detecting a charged fragment ion. Presented are several methods of ionization covering
both hard and soft ionization techniques. The common electron ionization and
29
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electrospray ionization techniques are presented along with several less common
methods of sample ionization.
Electron Ionization
Electron ionization (EI) is among the most common method of sample ionization
for the general organic mass spectrometry. The electrons used for sample ionization are
generated from a heated filament, collimated, and then accelerated between electrodes
to 70 eV. These electrons collide with the analyte stream, knocking an electron off the
molecules present to generate positive ions. Approximately 7-12 eV is required for the
formation of this ion with the remainder of the energy being used for further
fragmentation of the molecules. EI is referred to as a hard ionization technique117.
Electrospray Ionization
Electrospray ionization (ESI) is used when liquid chromatography is interfaced to
mass detection. ESI is a soft ionization technique because the analyte remains largely
intact and very few fragment, if any, ions are produced. The formation of ions occurs
over the course of several steps. The liquid sample is delivered to a nebulizer which
generates charged droplets of the sample in an electric field of five to 10 kV/cm. The
sample is introduced into a heated stream of a gas, typically nitrogen used for
desolvation. During this process, the solvent shell is evaporated away concentrating the
charge. The charge density will reach a point where the droplet will undergo a
coulombic explosion leading to additional, smaller droplets being generated. This
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process is repeated a number of times which leads to the analyte being present in a
quasi-gas state (Figure 6)117,118.

Figure 6. Schematic of electrospray ionization119.
Positive Chemical Ionization
The source for positive chemical ionization (PCI) is similar to that for electron
ionization. Electrons are again generated from a heated filament and accelerated into
the ionization source at energies greater than the 70 eV created in electron impact. In
the source, a reagent gas, commonly methane, reacts with the electrons to form
positively charged stable ions of the reagent gas (Scheme 4). These reagent gas ions
react with the analyte leading to the formation either protonated molecular ions or
positively charged molecule/reagent gas adducts118.
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Scheme 4. Reactions for the ionization of the reagent gas in positive chemical
ionization118.
Thermal Desorption Negative Chemical Ionization
Thermal desorption negative chemical ionization (TD-NCI) is sensitive for the
detection of halogens and other compounds that have electron withdrawing groups.
Thermal desorption, while poor for chromatographic resolution, makes accessible a
wider range of compounds that may not easily be detected using EI due to the presence
of conjugation or other features that generally ionize with greater difficulty or using ESI
as the compound may lack functional groups amenable to ESI application. The sample,
which is applied to a solids probe, is volatilized via a temperature gradient. Electrons,
generated from a heated filament, enter the source and are thermalized through
collisions with a methane reagent gas at 10-3 torr. These low energy electrons (0-5 eV)
are captured by the volatilized molecules forming radical anions. This energy alone is
usually insufficient to break most chemical bonds. However, when combined with the
thermal energy in the vaporized molecules additional fragmentation is possible.
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Fragment ions may also form from the pyrolysis of molecules occurring during the
heating of the sample on the solids probe (Scheme 5). Consequently, the resulting mass
spectra may be dominated by fragment ions and not molecular ions. Thus, any empirical
formulas obtained may not necessarily make sense from a valence standpoint and
further analytical techniques may be needed to verify what is observed in resulting mass
spectra118,120.

M  Br x(s)  M  Br x(g)
M  Br x(g) + e-  M  Br  x ( g )  fragment ions
•-

Scheme 5. Generation of ions of a brominated molecule, M(Br)x, using TD-NCI.
Mass Analyzers
The ions that are formed in the source are passed on to the mass analyzer. It is
here where the ions are filtered using particular criteria to isolate a given mass range, a
specific ion, or some combination if possible. Both trapping and transmission mass
analyzers are discussed with regard to ion motion and some of the related electronics
that allow for the filtering of ions.
Quadrupole Ion-Trap Mass Analyzer
Quadrupole ion-trap mass analyzer are among the more common MS
instruments found in laboratories. Ion-traps are available in linear configurations, but
the following is focused only on the 3-dimensional ion-trap. The ion-trap is based on the
work of Wolfgang Paul and Hans Dehmelt, for which they were awarded the 1989 Nobel
Prize in Physics121. These mass analyzers use electric fields to trap, store, or otherwise
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manipulate ion in three dimensions. The storing of ions in a 3-dimensional trap is
achieved through the application of radio frequencies and DC voltages to a central ring
electrode and two end cap electrodes (Figure 7). To maintain the ions in the trap, the
potential of the end plates is flipped before ions have the opportunity to collide with the
electrode, thus creating a complex ion path in 3 dimensions as depicted in Figure 8 and
modeled by Equation 1. Other ions follow similar trajectories concentric to the example
based on the mass of the ion. Higher masses will be found outside of the given pathway
while those of lower mass will be found closer to the center of the trap. The ejection of
ions for detection is done by ramping the radio frequency (RF) field creating unstable
ion trajectories which leads to the ions of a particular m/z value being accelerated
toward the end cap electrode where they continue out through an opening and impact
on the detector117,118,122.

Figure 7. Example of an ion trap cut in half122.
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Figure 8. Modeled trajectory of an ion having a mass-to-charge ratio of 105 trapped in a
3-dimensional ion trap mass analyzer122.

d 2u
  a  2q cos  2   u  0
d 2
Equation 1. Generalized equation for the path of an ion in the three dimensions where u
represents the x, y, and z coordinates, a and q are dimensionless trapping parameters, Ω
is the radial frequency of the applied potential, and   t .
2

The ion-trap mass analyzers perform mass spectrometric analysis over time. Ions
are injected into the trap until a certain number of ions is present. Once the trap is
filled, the RF is modulated leading to the ejection of the ions out of the trap and the
subsequent detection of the ions in order of increasing mass. The trapping of ions takes
up to 30 ms with the RF ramped taking 30-85 ms allowing for a single scan to be
completed in around 120 ms. A complete mass spectrum is compiled by averaging a
specified number of these microscans. In addition to scanning, a single desired ion of
known m/z value could be trapped and the subsequently ejected for the detection of
only that ion in an analysis known as selected ion monitoring, or SIM122.
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Collision induced dissociation (CID) is a technique through which product ion
spectra can be obtained. The ion-trap is controlled such as to trap a single ion of a
known m/z value in the presence of a buffer gas such as nitrogen. The application of a
resonant voltage gives the trapped ions a higher potential energy. The ions are then
accelerated under the control of the higher potential energy causing the ions to collide
with each other and the buffer gas. This soft ionization technique generates fragment
ions from the desired molecular ion from low energy collisions with the reagent gas and
the detection of the ions generates a product ion spectrum. The fragmentation of the
stored molecular ion and sequential analysis of the ions generated from CID is referred
to as tandem MS, MS/MS, or (MS)2. The ion trap mass analyzer performs tandem-intime mass spectrometry rather than tandem-in-space mass spectrometry, which will be
discussed in the next section. In theory, it should be possible to continue trapping
fragment ions leading to the generation of fragment ions of fragment ions, etc., or
(MS)n. However, practically speaking the continued trapping of fragment ions reduces
the number of ions being present in the trap and thus a gradual decrease in signal
intensity over time until such isolation and fragmentation of fragment ions is no longer
possible. These types of experiments have found application in the structure elucidation
of proteins and other high molecular weight compounds118,122.
Triple Quadrupole Mass Analyzer
The triple quadrupole mass analyzer is an extension of single linear quadrupole
mass analyzers. With the addition of a second mass analyzer, the triple quadrupole mass
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analyzer is capable of experiments not previously possible. A single quadrupole is
composed of four rods in a symmetrical arrangement allowing for the generation of
hyperbolic electric fields (Figure 9). RF and DC sources are connected to the rods such
that opposite rods have the same applied RF and DC potential. This configuration
generates the electric field for the transmission and filtering of ions. To complete the
configuration of a triple quadrupole MS, a second quadrupole mass filter is placed in
series with the first mass analyzer. Between the two mass analyzers is an additional
quadrupole that is operated in an RF only mode allowing all ions to pass through (Figure
10). CID may also occur in this RF only quadrupole118.

Figure 9. A single quadrupole mass analyzer121.

Figure 10. Configuration of a triple quadrupole mass spectrometer123.
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The generation of a mass spectrum is achieved by increasing or decreasing the
RF frequency and DC potential at a fixed ratio. For any given combination of RF and DC,
a specific m/z value will be allowed to pass through to the detector with other ions
being filtered out (Figure 9). The complex ion motion in the mass filter can be described
using for a bounded system where Φ is the potential distribution at time t, x and y are
distances along the coordinate axis, r0 is the distance from the z-axis to an electrode, ω
is the angular frequency (2πf) of the applied AC signal, V is the magnitude of the applied
RF signal and U is the magnitude of the DC potential applied to the surfaces (Equation
2). The more generalized description uses Equations 3 and 4. This unbounded situation
has the ability to describe the trajectory of an ion that may collide with a surface and
prevent its detection, thus being effectively filtered out. In these equations the a and q
terms are related to the DC (U as previously defined) and RF (V as previously defined)
respectively. The other variables are defined as follows: ze is the charge on the ion, r0 is
as defined previously, and m is the mass of the ion118,124.

x2  y 2
2r02
Equation 2. Equation for the potential distribution at time t for a hyperbolic mass filter.
  U  V cos(t )

ax  a y  4 zeU

m 2 r02
Equation 3. Equation of motion for an ion having a given mass-to-charge ratio in the xand y-axes as it relates to the applied DC.
qx  q y  2 zeV

m2 r02
Equation 4. Equation of motion for an ion having a given mass-to-charge ratio in the xand y-axes as it relates to the applied RF.
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Time-of-Flight Mass Analyzer
The time-of-flight (TOF) mass analyzer measures the time required for an ion to
travel from the source to the detector (Figure 11). The ions generated in the source
receive a brief (about 10 ns) pulsed voltage (103 to 104 volts) that gives all the ions
approximately the same kinetic energy. The ions then enter a drift tube in which no RF,
DC, or magnetic fields are generated. In the drift tube, the ions separate out into
clusters of ions having the same velocity allowing for the determination of their
respective masses. Equations for kinetic energy (Equation 5) and the relation for the
mass, charge and velocity of an ion (Equation 6) are combined to relate the time it takes
the ion to be detected to its mass. Physics further informs that these ions of different
masses, when accelerated with an equal potential and allowed to pass through an
evacuated space of a given length, L, the ions will not all arrive at the same time. Thus
the mass-to-charge ratio can be determined by combining all this information which
leads to Equation 7117,118,121.

Figure 11. Diagram of the operation of a time-of-flight mass spectrometer125.
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E  zeV  12 mv2
Equation 5. Equation for kinetic energy.
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 2zeV 
v

 m 
Equation 6. Equation relating an ion’s mass-to-charge ratio in terms of the velocity of
the ion.
2

1

2
L
 2 zeV 
t   L

v
 m 
Equation 7. Equation relating the time until an ion is detected to the velocity given to an
ion, the distance the ion travels and the mass and charge of the ion.

Orbitrap Mass Analyzer
Orbitrap mass analyzers are one of the more recent introductions into the
market. These mass filters consist of two differentially shaped electrodes, one within
the other. The outer electrode is barrel shaped and composed of two electrically
isolated components, and the inner electrode is shaped like a spindle (Figure 12).
Between these two electrodes is applied a constant electric potential. As the two
electrodes are shaped the same, the electric field between the two electrodes varies
based on the position along the z-axis. Ions are injected into the mass filter with a
kinetic energy matching the potential energy of the electric field between the two
electrodes and are trapped radially and oscillate around the z-axis. As a result of the
design of the trap, the electric field experienced by the ions is not homogeneous. In the
center of the trap, the electric field is at a minimum and increases uniformly in either
direction as the ion moves away from the center. This causes the ions to oscillate
around the z-axis. The frequency of these oscillations are mass dependent (Equation 8)
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as a result of the non-parallel vectors of the electric field. Thus, the inhomogeneity of
the electric field is utilized for the mass selection of ions. The electrically isolated
components of the barrel shaped electrode sense a current as ions oscillate in them.
The frequencies of these image currents are transformed into the resulting mass
spectrum using a Fourier transform118,126.

Figure 12. Cutaway of an orbitrap mass analyzer127.
 z  
    k 
 m  

1

2

Equation 8. Equation relating the ion mass-to-charge ratio to the frequency of ion
oscillation along the z-axis.
Fourier Transform Ion Cyclotron Resonance Mass Analyzer
Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometry (FTICR-MS) was
developed to improve signal-to-noise ratios, increase data collection speeds and
improve sensitivity and resolution. FTICR-MS uses an ion trap that is designed to contain
ions in well-defined orbits for extended periods of time. In a strong magnetic field, ion
motion becomes circular in the plane perpendicular to the applied magnetic field
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(defined as B). The frequency (referred to as cyclotron frequency or ωc) of the ions in
their respective circular orbits can be used to determine the mass-to-charge ratio and
thus the mass of the ion (Equation 9). The scanning for ions of different masses
necessitates scanning a radio frequency range. The applied energy can be absorbed by
the ions if the frequency of the field matches that of the cyclotron frequency. This
increases the velocity of the ion leading to an increase in the radius of rotation.
Termination of the radio frequency allows the ion path to return to a constant state
(Figure 13). The detection of ions is through the resulting image current. As the ions
come into close proximity of the detector plates, the charge on the ions induces a
movement of electrons in the plates, which is known as image current. The collection of
these image currents as time-domain decay signals and converted to frequency-domain
data using a Fourier transform. This frequency-domain data can be converted to a mass
spectrum117,121.

Figure 13. Schematic and operation of an FTICR-MS128.
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Equation 9. Equation for the cyclotron frequency as it relates to the magnetic field and
the ion mass and charge.
Detectors
The final stage of mass spectrometry is the detector. As with other components
of the mass spectrometer, the detector has undergone changes over the years leading
to several different types of detectors being found on MS instrumentation. Detection of
ions has been addressed for orbitrap and FTICR instrumentation as detection occurs
within the component of the mass analyzer. Presented below are two of the more
common detectors used in conjunction with the other mass analyzers.
Electron Multiplier
The electron multiplier uses the generation of secondary electron emission to
amplify signal generation. The ions coming from the mass analyzer are focused onto a
conversion dynode. Electrons are emitted from the conversion dynode in direct
proportion to the number of ions that are bombarding it. In a discrete dynode multiplier
(Figure 14), these secondary electrons are focused onto a second dynode that, upon
impact with the electrons, generates more secondary electrons. Again, these secondary
electrons are focused onto another and another dynode (often 10 to 20 dynodes in
series) effectively proportionately increasing the signal that would have been generated
from the initial ion impact118.
Continuous dynode versions of the electron multiplier operate under similar
conditions. However, instead of distinct conversion dynodes, a continuous dynode is
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constructed of glass doped with lead in the shape of a cornucopia. The surface of the
dynode is electrically resistive which makes it possible to create an electrical gradient
through its length when connected to a power supply. The dynode is positioned such as
to capture a continuous beam of ions that impact the inner wall releasing secondary
electrons. These secondary electrons then travel along the positive electrical gradient
the length of the cornucopia while impacting the inner wall multiple times creating
more secondary electrons that continue this cascade until detected at the narrow end of
the dynode (Figure 14). As in the discrete dynode, secondary electrons generated from
successive collisions leading to the generation of more secondary electrons and an
amplification of the signal from the original ion118.
A

B

Figure 14. Diagrams of (A) a discrete dynode electron multiplier and (B) a continuous
dynode electron multiplier118.
Multichannel Plate
The multichannel plate consists of many channels (up to several hundred per
square inch) arranged as a honeycomb using metal doped glass (Figure 15). A potential
difference is applied to opposite ends of the channels. This creates an electrical gradient
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the length of the channels. Ions enter the channels off-axis causing them to impact the
side wall ejecting electrons. These secondary electrons continue to impact the wall
leading to additional secondary electrons being formed and an overall signal
amplification of the original ion118.

Figure 15. Schematic of a multichannel plate detector129.
Comparison of Mass Spectrometry Instrumentation
The availability of different configurations for sources and mass analyzers,
among others not discussed here, may make it difficult to determine which may be best
suited for a given application. When considering instrumentation for mass spectral
characterization, it is advantageous to determine what kind of resolution and resolving
power is needed for the particular analysis. Resolution is simply defined as the
separation of ions of two different m/z values (Δm). Resolving power (R) is defined as
the difference in m/z values that can be separated from one another divided into a
specific m/z value (R = m / Δm) and is a function of the mass spectrometer itself 118. Cost
and space requirements should be considered as well.
Ion-trap mass spectrometers have one of the lowest costs of ownership and are
commonly found in academic institutions. In these instruments, all the generated ions
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across a given mass range are available for spectral acquisition. However, the trapping
of these ions may lead to space-charge-effects as well as a limited number of ions being
available due to the size of the trap. Ion-traps are exceptional for full scan analysis
though because of all the ions being available. Product ion analysis can be performed.
Ion-trap mass spectrometers suffer though from poor resolving power, often being able
to obtain resolution no better than 0.3 Dalton. The necessity of a buffer gas to be
present in the trap may also generate some dissociation of molecules through collisions
with the gas. Ion-traps also suffer from a poor dynamic range for quantification. Iontraps are well suited for full scan spectral collection and occasional application for
product ion analysis, but if accurate mass information or other types of mass spectral
experiments are desired, other instruments are better suited to fill those needs 118.
The triple quadrupole mass spectrometer is a special application of a single
transmission quadrupole. These instruments are the next step up on the price scale and
do occupy a larger footprint than an ion trap instrument. They are ideal for tandem MS
related experiments (precursor ion scans, neutral loss, single/multiple reaction
monitoring (SRM/MRM), and other tandem in space experiments). Resolution is
constant throughout the mass range, though this does sacrifice resolving power at the
low mass end. As with the ion trap mass spectrometers, resolution typically does not
exceed 0.3 Dalton. Spectral acquisition rates are slow, around one spectrum per second,
but can be increased by narrowing the mass range over which the spectrum is collected.
These instruments are not well suited to full or product ion scans due to a reduction in
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sensitivity as these are transmission instruments. Triple quadrupole mass spectrometers
are exceptional for quantification, specifically when using SRM or selected ion
monitoring (SIM) modes of operation, and have an excellent dynamic range for
quantification118.
Time-of-flight mass spectrometers again increase in cost of ownership but offer
some features necessary for characterization of unknown compounds. The discussion
here will focus on reflectron TOF instrumentation rather than linear TOF mass
spectrometers. TOF instruments are particularly well suited for different ionization
sources beyond those discussed previously making them amenable to sample matrices
otherwise not amenable to gas chromatography (GC) or liquid chromatography (LC) MS
methods. TOF instruments are capable of quickly acquiring spectra and boast resolving
powers necessary for mass measurements to within 0.1 mDa for ions less than 500 Da.
The sensitivity is good as all the ions are detected. However, the need for a drift tube
requires higher vacuums than other instruments, and TOF instruments are also more
sensitive to changes in ambient temperatures which may change the length of the drift
tube. TOF instruments suffer from a decrease in dynamic range from triple quad
instruments, but still perform better than ion-trap instruments. In applications where
full scan accurate mass data is needed, TOF instruments provide the most cost effective
answer118.
Orbitrap mass spectrometers provide an increase in cost above that of triple
quadrupole instruments. These instruments are smaller in comparison to TOFs and
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triple quads. They commonly boast resolving powers above 70,000 and are comparable
to FTICR instruments and at a lower cost. Mass accuracy of 2-5 parts per million (ppm)
allow for accurate mass determination and molecular formula generation similar to TOF
instruments. These instruments have a higher trapping capacity than 3D ion traps and
FTICR instrumentation thus increasing their sensitivity in full scan analysis. Orbitrap
instruments have the ability to perform CID and some tandem MS experiments (tandem
in time experiments) such as product ion scans. Scans can be performed quickly and in
less time than other trapping instruments. However, orbitrap instruments suffer from
inefficient trapping of ions resulting in a potential decrease in sensitivity. These
instruments also require low pressures to properly operate leading to an increase in
energy consumption and costs for necessary pumps. Orbitraps also have a wide linear
dynamic range. These instruments are exceptional for accurate mass determinations,
but TOF instruments may perform as well, though at a possible sacrifice in resolving
power, and at a lower cost118.
FTICR mass spectrometers are sit at the top end of the cost scale and are
relatively complex to operate. FTICR instrumentation boasts exceptional resolution and
mass accuracies of 0.1 to 2 ppm making these instruments ideal for molecular formula
generation and unknown identification. Scans are performed quickly and in a fraction of
the tie needed for other trap based instruments. These instruments need to be
operated at lower pressures and use superconducting magnets thus necessitating
proper maintenance leading to an increase in ownership costs. Mass accuracy and
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speed of data collection may be advantageous, but alternatives exist at a lower cost
though with a sacrifice in mass accuracy and resolving power118.
Mass Spectrometry Based Methods
The use of ion-trap mass spectrometry, while not widely used for the analysis of
emerging contaminants, has seen some use. Typical applications involve the
development of methods from standards followed by sample extraction and analysis
with comparison of spectral data to that of the standards. This targeted methodology is
among the more common routes that are used to study emerging contaminants.
Analytes of interest may be chosen from the Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA)
list of emerging contaminants allowing the researcher to develop and optimize methods
specifically for what was chosen130. Analysis of environmental sources for these
compounds may be directed using information related to manufacturing, such as
quantities produced and sold23.
Cocaine and two of its metabolites have been analyzed in surface and
wastewaters in such a targeted manner using ion trap tandem mass spectrometry. An
LC-MSD (mass selective detector) ion trap with electrospray ionization was used for
detection by monitoring two characteristic ions per compound in a manner similar to
single reaction monitoring (SRM). Surface waters from Belgium, Italy, Spain, and
Switzerland were found to have concentrations of up to 26 ng/L cocaine and 191 ng/L
benzoylecgonine. In waste waters concentrations up 678 ng/L and 1898 ng/L of cocaine
and benzoylecgonine, respectively, were observed. The second cocaine metabolite,
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ecgonine methyl ester, was not reliably quantified131. Ion-trap mass spectrometers
coupled to LC have also been used to analyze aqueous matrices for haloacetic acids132,
suites of pesticides and other selected organic pollutants taken from the European
Union Directive EC 76/464133, a compilation of approximately 90 polar organic
environmental pollutants across several compounds classes taken from a number of
agencies across Europe and the United States134, and selected pharmaceuticals from
different compound classes85.
The targeted analysis of emerging contaminants has also been performed using
the triple quadrupole mass spectrometer135,136. As the analytes have been previously
identified and characterized (product ion spectra is known), it is possible to use SRM as
a sensitive and specific tool to detect a specific compound in a complex matrix. SRM can
also be used for the quantification of the target analyte, most often using isotope
dilution mass spectrometry137. In isotope dilution mass spectrometry, a stable isotope
labeled standard is spiked into the sample at a known mass or concentration prior to
extraction. This internal standard is often the same as the analyte of interest except it is
isotopically enriched, often using deuterium or carbon-13. This shifts the measured
mass higher allowing it to be easily distinguished from the mass of the analyte. The
concentration of the unknown sample can easily be calculated from the ratio of the
peak areas of the analyte of interest and the stable isotope internal standard117. Other
options such as constant neutral loss (CNL) analysis and precursor ion scanning present
options for targeting molecules with a specific substructure. Phase II metabolites
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containing a glucuronic acid moiety can be screened for using CNL as these compounds
commonly fragment with a neutral loss of 176 Da (anhydroglucuronic acid) in either
positive or negative modes of detection138,139. Other possible neutral losses include HX
(where X is some halogen), HCN (from nitriles), and NO and NO2 (from nitro aromatics)
as examples140. Precursor ion scanning can be used to find compounds in which a
specific fragment ion arises, such as characteristic losses of Cl-, Br-, and I-, leading to the
molecular weight of the unknown. As the only logical formation of a fragment of m/z 35
or 37 is from chloride, precursor ion scanning is an extremely sensitive tool for the
detection of compounds containing chlorine. These experiments are depicted in Figure
16.
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Figure 16. Schematic diagrams of MS/MS experiments.
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The versatility of the triple quadrupole mass spectrometer makes it very useful
for both identification and quantification of emerging contaminants. As a consequence
of lower resolution, triple quadrupole instruments are more commonly used for
targeted analysis and quantification. Selected reaction monitoring can be used as a
sensitive technique for the detection of emerging contaminants in a targeted manner.
Stolker et al.135 utilized liquid chromatography triple quadrupole mass spectrometry in
the analysis of surface, drinking, and ground waters for the presence of four analgesics,
three antibiotics, five blood-lipid regulators and beta-blockers, and an anti-epileptic first
by screening for a single fragment ion and then performing a confirmatory analysis of
the sample by detecting two fragment ions coming from the molecular ion (an SRM
method for both analysis). Other environmental contaminants that have been detected,
often using SRM, include haloacetic acids in tap water136, selected neutral
pharmaceuticals from several medicinal groups in ground, river and waste waters141,
and illicit drugs and their related metabolites in wastewater for examples 21. SRM
analysis has also been applied using isotope dilution mass spectrometry for quantifying
BPA in human tissue and urine samples137. Ding and Zhang142 used precursor ion scans
for the detection of iodinated DBPs in drinking water. While the identity of the observed
DBPs were not conclusively made, this work demonstrates that triple quadrupole
instruments can effectively screen for particular functional groups leading toward a
workflow more directed at compounds which have some degree of implied toxicity
coming from particular structural features.
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Non-targeted approaches may also be employed in the identification of
emerging contaminants. Such methodologies employ full scan techniques that provide
accurate mass data (m/z values measured to at least seven significant figures) and are
more commonly the detection of “known unknowns” rather than a truly non-targeted
approach in which nothing about the sample or desired target is known 143. From this
data, empirical formulas can be suggested allowing for databases (such as SciFinder
Scholar, ChemSpider, and PubChem) to be searched to determine the identity of the
unknown144,145. Researchers may also create their own databases containing
compounds of environmental relevance for a particular compound class that will
contain retention times and fragmentation data to help differentiate isomers146. The
success of a “known unknown” approach is predicated on the fact that the structures of
the emerging contaminants can be found in databases.
Accurate mass analysis, particularly via time-of-flight (TOF) MS, has seen
widespread usage in the non-targeted analysis of emerging contaminants because of
the instruments high mass resolution and fast scanning speeds leading to well resolved
chromatograms146-148. While an accurate mass can lead to a proposed formula, the
higher the determined mass, the more possible formula there exist to match. Using the
online tool ChemCalc, at m/z 250, more than 500 molecular formula will fit within a 5
ppm (parts per million) window when considering all possible combinations of C, H, N,
O, S, P, Si, and all halogens. When considering a larger mass, say m/z 400, more than
900 molecular formula exist within a 0.3 ppm window149. The large pool of possible
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formula can be further simplified when considering standard rules of bonding. Searches
using the ChemSpider database to facilitate searches based on standard rules of
bonding, about 120 molecular formula with structures, including all isomers, are
possible with a 5 ppm mass error. For m/z 400, just over 350 formulas and structures,
including all isomers, are possible within a 5 ppm mass error150. These searches,
however, did utilize limiters for elemental composition as done using ChemCalc. If
spectra present sufficiently strong signals, isotopic abundances can be used to further
guide the formula search and reduce the number of possibilities151. Identification of the
compounds can further be facilitated with product ion spectra that can give an
indication of functional groups specific to the molecule143.
Ibáñez et al.152 developed a methodology using liquid chromatography coupled
to a hybrid quadrupole time of flight mass spectrometer for the identification of
unknown emerging contaminants. Full scan and product ion spectra were collected from
ground and surface waters samples from Spain. The masses observed in the full scan
spectra were utilized to generate formula, taking into account isotopic abundances,
which were then searched for in databases. Structures that were found were evaluated
based on the fragmentation patterns observed in the collected product ion spectra.
With this approach, three contaminants were identified as the fungicide enilconazole,
the herbicide terbutryn, and the herbicide diuron. A similar approach was applied in an
analysis of surface waters leading to the identification of carbamazepine and
triphenylphosphine oxide as well as a tentative identification for N,N-
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dicyclohexylmethylamine148. In a study characterizing sewage plant effluents, TOF
instrumentation was used to tentatively identify 20 environmental contaminants
including pharmaceuticals, flame retardants, pesticides, herbicides, food and beverage
additives, and natural products153.
Gas chromatography coupled with TOF-MS has also been applied in the analysis
of emerging contaminants. Matamoros et al.154 used 2D-GC-TOF-MS for the
simultaneous determination of 97 organic contaminants (including pesticides,
pharmaceuticals, personal care products, herbicides, biocides, and PAHs) in river waters
from Spain. Both targeted and non-targeted identification of emerging contaminants is
possible. Given the accurate mass data, unidentified peaks in a targeted analysis can be
searched and further analyzed toward finding an identification. Hernández et al.155
developed a method for targeted analysis was developed on a suite of 60 organic
pollutants. Analysis of the data led to the identification of diazinon, galaxolide,
bisphenol A, and others that were not originally included in the list of 60 targeted
analytes. Non-targeted identification of emerging contaminants has also been
demonstrated on landfill leachate leading to the tentative identification of 44
compounds with another 36 components have elemental compositions determined.
Among the identified compounds were caffeine, hexathiepane, and caprolactam (a
precursor to Nylon 6)156.
The advantage of utilizing GC as opposed to LC is the variability of the source and
the possibility of using both hard ionization (electron impact) and soft ionization (such
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as chemical ionization) techniques. Hard ionization would provide product ion spectra
data that would be more extensive than that obtained using ESI and CID. The soft
ionization techniques would allow for the determination of the molecular ion in much
the same manner as ESI as found on LC instrumentation. Portolés et al.157 used four
model compounds (bifenazate, boscalid, epoxiconazole, and fenhexamid) to
demonstrate the feasibility and practicality of this type of combined approach in using
information from spectra resulting from both soft and hard ionization.
High resolution mass analyzers such as orbitraps and FTICRs have also be used to
identify emerging contaminants, but are seen with less frequency compared to triple
quadrupole and TOF instruments. Methods have been developed for the determination
of pharmaceuticals in water using orbitrap mass spectrometers following LC separation
of the analytes. Pinhancos et al.158 developed a method using a hybrid orbitrap mass
spectrometer for the analysis of nine pharmaceutical compounds and then proceeded
to test tap and bottled water for these nine compounds. Among those compounds
detected, erythromycin and fluoxetine were found in both tap and bottled water.
Wastewater samples have been utilized for the development of a method, also using a
hybrid orbitrap mass spectrometer, for the detection of nitrosamines in wastewater. NNitrosodimethylamine (NDMA) and N-nitrosomorpholine (NMOR) were among the
more frequently occurring compounds of the nine targeted nitrosamines. NDMA ranged
in concentration from 1.6 to 22 ng/L and NMOR was present in concentrations of 2.7 to
14 ng/L both in effluent159.
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FTICR-MS has been used to identify 473 bromine containing DBPs in artificial
drinking water containing high levels of bromide and treated using chlorination. In a
comparison of these compounds to what was readily available in the literature, no
matches were found though differences in instrumentation (GC vs. LC) is likely why. It
was hypothesized that a number of these compounds were rich in carboxyl groups,
which would be well suited to analysis using LC-ESI-MS/MS. The masses of the identified
compounds were within the range of 200 to 500 Daltons (Da)59.
High resolution mass spectrometry, such as FTICR-MS and orbitrap MS, have
been applied to more complex matrices such as oil sands process water. These two
instruments were used in the determination of compounds present in oil sands process
water. The majority of the compounds that were detected were C15-20SO3 species and
C27-28SO5 species. Fragments created through CID from these compounds were due to
water, methanol, methyl formate, and/or combinations of these compounds. While the
exact mass data allowed for the generation of molecular formula, the ambiguity of the
fragment ions generated through CID lead to only partial structure identification. It is
hypothesized that the oil sands process water contains compounds that are alicyclic,
aromatic hydroxyl carboxylic acids, or sulphones160.
The variety instrumentation simply in the realm of mass spectrometry presents
many options for the analysis of environmental emerging contaminants. Analysis of
samples across MS platforms will provide complimentary data, and the combination of
screening methods on low resolution instrumentation with the accurate mass abilities of
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high resolution instrumentation can lead to more rapid identification of unknowns
facilitating future research on the identified emerging contaminants.
Other Instrumental Methods
Mass spectrometry may be the preferred method for the detection and
determination of emerging environmental pollutants, but other methods have been
applied to the field. Discussed below are several examples of other analytical techniques
that have been utilized, commonly in a targeted manner, with varying degrees of
success.
Ion Chromatography
Ion chromatography (IC) with conductivity detection can be used for the
targeted analysis of HAAs. Baseline separation of the common HAAs is achievable.
However, there can be some overlap in signal with inorganic anions, such as sulfate,
nitrate, nitrite, and chloride. A major drawback to IC methods for the analysis of HAAs is
the higher limit of detection (LOD) when compared to methods based on mass
spectrometry. LODs for IC based methods for HAAs range from about 0.09 µg/L to over
300 µg/L depending on sample pretreatment and extraction methods. Standardized
methods for HAA analysis based on gas chromatography mass spectrometry (GC/MS)
have limits of detection at least an order of magnitude lower than the low end reported
by IC methods (LOD of 0.0074 -0.085 µg/L via GC/MS)161,162.
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Electrochemical Techniques
Electrochemical detection of selected emerging contaminants using square-wave
voltammetry and adsorptive cathodic stripping voltammetry has been demonstrated for
the selective analysis of diclofenac, tartrazine, dexamethasone, and alprazolam. Surface
water and wastewater were analyzed with and without prior pre-treatment or
extraction for the specified compounds yielding LODs in the range of 0.4 µg/L to
approximately 80 µg/L. While limits of detection do not necessarily compare favorably
to MS based methods, the significantly lower cost of instrumentation and personal
training may make electrochemical methods an economical route for targeted analysis.
The targeted analyte, though, must be electrochemically active and detected over the
large background of naturally occurring components that may also generate a response
from the selected electroanalytical technique163,164.
Diode Array and Fluorescence Detectors
Diode array and fluorescence detectors have been employed for the targeted
detection of emerging contaminants as well165,166. Montagner and Jardim159 employed
both detectors in developing a method to detect a suite of 15 emerging contaminants in
surface water. Samples were extracted and then separated using high pressure liquid
chromatography (HPLC). LODs ranged from 38 ng/L for caffeine up to 170 ng/L for
ibuprofen. With these detectors, though, good chromatographic resolution is necessary
to allow for reliable quantification. A good understanding of the matrix is important to
ensure that the matrix is not interfering with the signal of the analyte. For targeted
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analysis, these detectors do present themselves as more affordable alternatives to MS
based methodologies.
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy
True unknown identification can be supplemented very well through the
utilization of nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy. Through the coupling of
LC, NMR, and MS, structural information obtained through MS and NMR can be
correlated using retention times. However, NMR lacks the necessary sensitivity for it to
be used to aid in the identification of all unknowns unless appropriate sample
concentration and purification steps are performed. LC-NMR can be performed with
continuous flow LC or through stop-flow techniques167,168.
One of the most difficult problems in water monitoring is the identification of
the components of NOM. Simpson et al.169 demonstrated the use of NMR toward the
identification of NOM components. In their work, LC-NMR was carried out under stopflow conditions. Small portions of the LC eluate were trapped in individual sample loops
based on a signal response from an online diode array detector before loading into the
NMR. Solid phase extraction (SPE) cartridges were also utilized as a trapping medium for
small volume fractions of the LC eluate. Trapping of the eluate onto an SPE cartridge,
which can be done on- or off- line, allows for the utilization of deuterated solvents in
NMR and also improves the signal to noise ratio when compared to trapping in a sample
loop or continuous flow LC-NMR methods. The complexity of the proton NMR spectra
could not lead to the identification of any NOM components. It was proposed that using
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2-dimensional and heteronuclear NMR analysis techniques would lead to the
elucidation of NOM components when coupled with MS methodologies.
Van Leerdam et al.170 used high resolution MS (HRMS) data combined with 2D
and heteronuclear NMR techniques leading to the identification of the previously
unknown 4,4’-dihydroxy-3,5,3’,5’-tetra (hydroxymethyl) diphenylmethane in the Meuse
River in The Netherlands. The HRMS data allowed for the determination of the
elemental composition to within 5 ppm mass error and the heteroatoms Cl, Br, Si, and S
were eliminated based on the absence of necessary isotope patterns. Product ions from
tandem MS experiments also facilitated in the determination of the elemental
composition. However, with over 100 possible compounds found in databases,
identification of the unknown beyond a proposed formula was impossible leading to the
utilization of NMR. Proton and 13C NMR spectra in addition to HMBC and HSQC spectra
allowed for the correlation of carbons and protons giving an indication of connectivity
leading to the final identification of the microcontaminant as 4,4’-dihydroxy-3,5,3’,5’tetra (hydroxymethyl) diphenylmethane, which is found as an intermediate in the cure
process of cresol phenol-formaldehyde resins. It is hypothesized that this compound is
coming from resin production plants located upstream from the sampling location164.
Study Objectives
Non-targeted analysis of emerging contaminants commonly utilizes high
resolution mass spectrometry which may not be easily accessible by researchers.
Instrumentation capable of tandem MS experiments such as triple quadrupole mass
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spectrometers, by comparison, are typically more affordable and accessible. Tandem
MS instrumentation boasts excellent quantification capabilities through the utilization
of SRM methods allowing for detection and quantification of trace level known
contaminants.
Full scan tandem MS methods are utilized for the screening of unknown,
potentially harmful emerging contaminants. Full scan tandem MS methods may be used
to detect specific functional groups based on the formation of characteristic ion masses,
such as m/z 35 and 37 for chlorine or m/z 79 and m/z 81 for bromine. Searching for
specific isotope patterns combined with accurate mass analysis is used to determine the
identities of chlorinated and brominated DBPs formed from a brominating disinfection
reagent and in natural water as well. Precursor ion and constant neutral loss analysis
can easily be utilized to detect these fragments. Tandem MS instrumentation can
perform product ion scans as well. The data generated contributes necessary structural
information for positive identification. However, empirical formula cannot be deduced
from these instruments as a result of the low mass resolving power making high
resolution mass spectrometry a necessary supplemental tool toward the identification
of unknown emerging contaminants.
Considering the versatility of tandem mass spectrometry, screening methods for
a variety of water samples for the presence of particular structural features are
developed. Chromatographic peak heights guide which peaks to further investigate and
attempt to identify. Those with the highest peak intensities are first investigated
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assuming that the compounds resulting for these peaks are present at the highest
concentrations in the sample. Utilizing high resolution MS data for these peaks,
formulas can be proposed and databases can be searched for possible matches.
Additionally, product ion spectra are collected. Proposed compound matches for the
investigated masses can be purchased or otherwise synthesized and the mass spectral
data and retention time can be matched to determine if the correct identity of the
unknown has been assigned. Proper identification of the initial peak of interest will
match the product ion spectrum as well as retention time and have a mass accuracy
within 5 ppm.

CHAPTER THREE
THE EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
Reagents
Triclosan and 2,6-dichlorophenol from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA) were
used without further purification to prepare working solutions (1 mg/mL) used for the
optimization of conditions for liquid chromatography and mass spectrometry. The
chromatography for gas chromatography electron capture detection (GC-ECD) was
optimized with a standard trihalomethanes mix (AccuStandard, Inc., New Haven, CT)
containing chloroform, bromoform, dibromochloromethane, and
dichlorobromomethane, which was diluted by a factor of 10 using pentane (SigmaAldrich).
Methanol, hydrochloric acid, formic acid, and ammonium hydroxide were
acquired from VWR (Chicago, IL, USA). Acetonitrile, 2,3-dichlorophenol, 2,4dichlorophenol, 2,5-dichlorophenol, 3,4-dichlorophenol, and 3,5-dichlorophenol were
acquired from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA).
Ultra-pure water was obtained from a Barnstead Nanopure system (Thermo
Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA).
Water Sampling
Hot tub samples (pH approximately 7.4) were obtained from the hot tub located
in the Norville Center for Intercollegiate Athletics at Loyola University’s Rogers Park
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Campus during the 2014-2015 academic year. Approximately three liters were obtained
as a grab sample. A grab sample is water taken from a location at one particular time,
usually from the top 1-2 feet of water. These samples were used to investigate for the
presence of brominated disinfection by-products.
All water samples were filtered twice through Whatman GF/A glass microfiber
filters (1.6 µm pore size) or comparable filters (VWR, Chicago, IL, USA).
Sample Extraction
Water samples for brominated DBPs were extracted initially using liquid-liquid
extraction (LLE) as a “broad-brush” extraction technique before transitioning to SPE.
Two LLE methods were modified from EPA methods 552.2171 and 501.2172 which are
methods designed for the analysis of haloacetic acids and halomethanes.
The first LLE method used one hundred milliliters of water that was acidified to a
pH of less than 2 using concentrated sulfuric acid (VWR, Chicago, IL). Fifty milliliters of
this sample was combined with 10 mL of methyl tert-butyl ether (VWR, Chicago, IL) in a
separatory funnel. The solution was thoroughly mixed and allowed to separate into
layers, and the aqueous layer was removed. Another 50 mL of the acidified sample was
combined with the remaining organic layer and mixed. The organic layer was removed,
placed into a vial and evaporated to dryness using a steady nitrogen gas stream. The
resulting residue was dissolved in 300 µL of methanol and 10 µL of concentrated
ammonium hydroxide to convert the acids to salts and then analyzed.
The second LLE method used 200 mL of water and 3 mL of pentane as the
extraction solvent. The water and pentane were combined in a separatory funnel and
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thoroughly mixed. The pentane layer was removed and placed in a vial to which had
previously been added a small amount of anhydrous sodium sulfate (to remove any
residual water from the pentane layer). Approximately 300 µL of pentane was
transferred to a vial for analysis.
Solid phase extraction was performed using Waters Oasis HLB SPE cartridges.
Cartridges were conditioned using methanol and water each containing 0.25% formic
acid. Five hundred milliliters of water, acidified to contain 0.25% formic acid, were
passed through the SPE cartridge. The cartridges were dried briefly by air aspiration
after loading the sample followed by elution using methanol containing 0.25% formic
acid. The eluate is evaporated to dryness, and the resulting residue is dissolved in 300 µL
of a methanol solution for analysis48.
Studies were carried out to investigate if 1-Bromo-3-chloro-5,5dimethylhydantoin (BCDMH) may undergo hydrolysis, decomposition, or reactions
between degradation products of only BCDMH. Approximately 150 mg of BCDMH
(PROTech Brominating Tablets as 96% BCDMH by weight) was dissolved in 800 mL of
water (ultra-pure or 18 MΩ water, tap water, and water from Lake Michigan) while
heating continuously at 45°C. The concentrations of BCDMH used in this experiment
were consistent with that of hot tubs. One hundred milliliter samples were taken and
extracted as described above using liquid-liquid extraction before the addition of
BCDMH, after 24 hours, 48 hours, and after 7 days of stirring.
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Reaction Design for the Oxidation Products of Triclosan
The design of these studies was constructed such as to chemically oxidize
triclosan to determine potential oxidation products that may form in the environment.
The reaction mixture contained 12.5 mL of 12% hydrogen peroxide and 500 µL of a
triclosan solution (52 mg/mL). Samples were then adjusted to selected pH values (3-10)
in approximately one pH unit increments using 1 M sodium hydroxide. The samples
were allowed to react for at least 48 hours. The reactions were then quenched using a
stoichiometric excess of sodium sulfite173 and neutralized using acetic acid. The
solutions were analyzed without further workup.
Sample Analysis
Hot tub samples which were extracted using LLE were analyzed using GC-ECD. A
Shimadzu (Tokyo, Japan) GC-2010 Plus with an ECD detector was used with a Restek
(Bellfonte, PA) RTx-5MS column (60 m, 0.25 mm inner diameter). The injector
temperature was 50°C, and one microliter of sample was injected. The column oven was
held at 35°C for two minutes and then ramped at 5°C per minute to 180°C followed by a
one minute hold. The temperature was again increased at a rate of 20°C to a final
temperature of 270°C and held for one minute. Total run time was 30 minutes. Methane
was used as the make-up gas at a flow of 30 mL/min. The carrier gas was helium at a
flow of 1.5 mL/min.
Selected samples of hot tub water and related reactions (analyzed for product
ion spectra) and neat samples of the triclosan oxidation studies were analyzed on an
Agilent 6460 Triple Quadrupole Tandem Mass Spectrometer interfaced to an Agilent
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Infinity 1290 LC system. Sample injections were 20 µL, and chromatography was
performed at a flow rate of 0.2 mL/min using an XTerra C18 column (100 x 2.1 mm, 5
micron) with an XTerra C18 guard column (10 x 2.1 mm, 5 micron) (Waters Corp.,
Milford, MA, USA). Ions were detected in negative ion mode for all experiments.
Most chromatographic separations were carried out using gradient elution with
water (solvent A) and methanol (solvent B) each containing 0.25% formic acid. The
initial condition of 2% B was held for 3 minutes followed by a linear increase to 40% B
over the next 10 minutes. A linear increase to 98% B was then applied over the next 8
minutes followed by a hold for 8 minutes. Initial conditions were reestablished and the
column was equilibrated over 8 minutes for a total run time of 38 minutes.
LC/TOF-MS analyses were carried out with a Waters 2620 HPLC interfaced to a
Waters Synapt Q-TOF operated in V-mode at the University of Illinois-Chicago’s
Research Resource Center (RRC). Chromatography was performed similarly to that as
described above. Briefly, 10% B was increased to 40% B over 10 minutes followed by an
increase to 90% over 10 additional minutes. Conditions were held at 90% B for 8
minutes before returning to starting conditions and equilibrating for 5 minutes. Total
run time was 36 minutes. Injection volumes ranged from 15-40 µL for LC/TOF-MS
analysis depending upon the concentration of the sample.
Samples for the analysis of brominated DBPs were analyzed using full scan
accurate mass analysis using a thermal desorption probe coupled with negative
chemical ionization (TD-NCI) TOF-MS. Fifteen microliters of the reconstituted extract
was deposited in a capillary vial and placed in a thermal desorption probe directly
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coupled to the source of an Agilent 7200 GC Q-TOF by a silica transfer line at the
NIH/NIGMS Biomedical Mass Spectrometry Resource at Washington University in St.
Louis, MO. Radical anions were generated by NCI using methane as the buffer gas. The
probe and transfer line temperature was held at 40⁰C for two minutes. The temperature
was ramped up at 20⁰C per minute to 300⁰C and held for two minutes. The total run
time was 18 minutes. Mass spectra were inspected for ions separated the 81Br-79Br
mass difference to identify brominated ions174.
A ThermoFinnigan LCQ Advantage Mass Spectrometer System was used to
screen for triclosan oxidation products in only those reaction mixtures adjusted to a pH
of approximately 10. A continuous flow (50 µL/min.) of sample was injected into the MS.
Data were acquired for 4 minutes per mass range by scanning over three individual
mass ranges, 50-120 Daltons, 135-185 Daltons, and 280-315 Daltons, based on the
masses of known triclosan degradation products and metabolites. The mass spectra
were interrogated for the characteristic isotope pattern of chlorine or for other masses
known to be potential degradation products of triclosan. This demonstrated that the
reaction design led to the formation of triclosan oxidation products. Further
confirmatory analysis was conducted using high resolution mass spectrometry as
previously mentioned.
Subsequent samples of reactions across the pH 3-10 range were analyzed using
the Agilent triple quadrupole mass spectrometer interfaced to the Agilent 1290 HPLC. A
water/methanol gradient was used to carry out the separation. Gradient conditions
were different from those discussed above and are summarized in Table 1. All six
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dichlorophenol isomers were analyzed by LC/MS and LC/MS/MS methods in order to
identify the dichlorophenol products produced during the triclosan
oxidation/degradation. Product ion analysis was performed on six dichlorophenol
standards. The standards and samples from the bench top reactions were also analyzed
using SRM and SIM. SIM analysis was more commonly used due to the increased
sensitivity and the relatively simple matrix. Instrumental conditions for the mass
spectrometer are summarized in Table 2.
Table 1. Summary of chromatographic conditions for the analysis of triclosan oxidation
products.
Time (min.) % Solvent B
0
2
2
2
4
50
16
50
29
98
34
98
35
2
40
2

Table 2. Mass spectrometric conditions for triclosan oxidation product analyses.
SRM
Product Ion
SIM
Instrument Parameter
Method
Method
Method
Fragmentor voltage (V)
135
135
135
Collision energy (eV)
NA
20
25
Sheath gas temperature (°C)
300
300
300
Nebulizer (psi)
45
45
45
Capillary voltage (V)
-1500
-1500
-1500
Sheath gas flow (L/min)
8
8
8
Dwell time (ms)
200
500
200
Column Temperature (°C)
22
22
22
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Empirical Formula Determinations
Monoisotopic masses, and in some instances nominal masses, were used to
generate formula using the ChemCalc149 website. Limiters for atom selection are user
specified. Initial searches were limited to just carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen
unless mass spectral data indicated the presence of other atoms through characteristic
isotope ratios, such as bromine. Phosphorous, fluorine, and sulfur were also considered
with subsequent searches if the initial search criteria did not result in any logical
formulas being proposed. Empirical formulas were filtered based on mass accuracy.
Suggested empirical formulas were then filtered for standard rules of bonding.
The resulting formulae were searched for in databases to find possible matching
compounds. SciFinder and ChemSpider were the primary databases used in the
searches. Those formulae with matching compounds were put forward as possible
identities for the molecular ions under investigation.

CHAPTER FOUR
WATER DISINFECTION BY-PRODUCTS FORMED FROM 3-BROMO-1-CHLORO-5,5DIMETHYLHYDANTOIN (BCDMH)
Introduction
The disinfection of swimming pools is normally carried out using gaseous
chlorine, sodium hypochlorite, or other stabilized forms of chlorine (trichloroisocyanuric
acid, sodium dichloroisocyanurate)175. The reaction of these compounds with water
leads to the formation of hypochlorous acid. The disinfection of the water is a result of
the diffusion of hypochlorous acid through the bacterial cell membrane resulting in
disruption of cellular metabolism. Brominating disinfectants used in hot tubs, such as 3bromo-1-chloro-5,5-dimethylhydantoin (BCDMH) (Figure 17), undergo a similar reaction
to form hypobromous acid as the ultimate disinfectant (Scheme 6). The hypobromous
acid formed in the reaction of BCDMH with water diffuses through the cell membrane
disrupting cell metabolism leading to the death of the microorganism17. Hypobromous
acid and hypobromite can react with natural organic matter, such as humic acids or
other organic compounds naturally present in the source water, leading to the
formation of disinfection by-products such as trihalomethanes and haloacetic acids.
BCDMH is the most frequently used disinfectant in hot tub systems. The production of
HOBr from a BCDMH tablet is slow, so a steady-state concentration of HOBr may be
maintained over the course of several days after the addition of the tablets to the
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water. Further DBP formation may be the result of previously formed DBPs reacting
further with the disinfectant as they recirculate in the water system17,176.

Figure 17. The structure of 3-bromo-1-chloro-5,5-dimethylhydantoin (BCDMH).

C5 H6 BrClN 2O2 + 2H 2O  C5 H8 N 2O2 + HOBr + HOCl
HOBr + living bacteria  Br - + dead bacteria
Br - + HOCl  HOBr + ClScheme 6. The reaction of BCDMH during the disinfection process.
THMs and HAAs, which are monitored by the EPA, are frequently detected in
aquatic facilities61,62. The prevalence of respective halogenated species is dependent on
the chemicals used for disinfection. Large aquatic facilities, such as water parks and
public swimming pools, use chlorine based disinfectants, so the chlorine containing
DBPs are the most abundant. Conversely, for hot tubs where bromine containing
disinfectants are normally used, brominated DBPs predominate. Of the four common
THMs (chloroform, dichlorobromomethane, chlorodibromomethane, and bromoform),
bromoform (CHBr3) is the most frequently detected in hot tubs when BCDMH was used
as the disinfectant62. Bromoform exhibits similar toxicological endpoints as
chloroform50,177, such as carcinogenicity, though at lower concentrations. To date, the
formation of higher molecular weight products (larger than CHBr3) produced by BCDMH
in water have not been studied.
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There are several reasons for the interest in analyzing DBPs isolated from hot tub
water. First, individuals using a hot tub may be exposed to large concentrations of
potentially toxic compounds. These toxic compounds may be discharged into aquatic
environments causing ecosystem damage. Second, the identification of specific DBPs in
hot tub water allows for the determination of these compounds in natural water
samples using targeted analyses. Finally, the mechanism of brominated DBP formation
is also of interest. Knowledge of such a mechanism may permit us to predict the
structures of DBPs formed by other reagents. Experiments were conducted to test the
hypothesis that many of the major disinfection by-products formed in hot tub water
may be the result of hydrolysis or unimolecular decomposition of the disinfection
reagent itself. The hypothesis would be valid if the major ions observed in the mass
spectra of both the water extracts from the hot tub and those of ultra-pure water were
the same. If this is the case, identification would become easier as the range of possible
empirical formulas becomes narrower.
Nine water samples from the hot tub in the Norville Center for Intercollegiate
Athletics on Loyola University’s Rogers Park campus in Chicago, IL were collected over
an eight month period between October 2014 and May 2015 at different times. Hot tub
samples were also collected in the mid-morning over a two week period between July
27, 2015 and August 7, 2015 on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday at approximately the
same time on each day to see if the concentrations of the DBPs changed with time over
the course of the week. The water for the hot tubs was replaced each Saturday. BCDMH
decomposition studies were carried out at 45°C in ultra-pure water to determine if
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chemical transformations via hydrolysis, decomposition, or reactions between
degradation products of the BCDMH disinfectant occurred. Sample analysis was
performed using GC-ECD and mass spectrometry.
GC-ECD Analysis
GC combined with electron capture detection (ECD) was used for the analysis of
low molecular weight DBPs, particularly THMs and HAAs. ECD is particularly sensitive for
the analysis of halogen-containing compounds as the electron withdrawing groups allow
for the capture of electrons generated in the source. Pentane extracts of hot tub water
indicated the presence of bromoform. The low abundance of dibromochloromethane in
the hot tub extract suggests that bromodichloromethane and chloroform also
contribute negligibly to the total THM concentration in hot tubs treated with a brominecontaining disinfectant (Figure 18). This result also suggests that more highly chlorinated
DBPs are unlikely to be formed in hot tub water treated with BCDMH. This result alone
was not entirely unanticipated. The hot tubs are treated with a bromine-containing
disinfectant. Thus, higher concentrations of bromine DBPs were anticipated. However,
bromoform was the major component detected. Liquid-liquid extraction was anticipated
to provide a broad range of analytes, but no other components were observed.
Bromoform is usually the least concentrated analyte present of the four common THMs.
The analysis of the hot tub water indicates a concentration in the range of 300 to 400
ppm, well over established EPA allowable concentrations of 0.080 mg/L (80 ppb). These
limits may be established for drinking water, but given the high concentrations observed
in hot tubs one could wonder about what health risks exist associated with the acute
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exposure to bromoform at these concentrations. The high levels of bromoform present
in hot tub water suggests that hot tubs treated with BCDMH are a large contributor to
bromoform in the environment. These results also encouraged the analysis of hot tub
water for high molecular weight, halogenated compounds.

A

10.0

B

11.6

C

11.6

10.0

Figure 18. GC-ECD chromatograms of (A) dibromochloromethane, (B) bromoform, and
(C) an extract of hot tub water.
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TD-NCI-TOF-MS Analysis
Thermal desorption negative chemical ionization time of flight mass
spectrometry (TD-NCI-TOF-MS) was used as a “broad brush” analysis approach for
halogen-containing compounds. NCI is known to be a sensitive and selective method for
creating negative ions from compounds containing electron-withdrawing groups (e.g.
halogens, nitro groups, cyano groups, etc.)178,179. TD-NCI coupled with time-of-flight
mass spectrometry is well suited for the analysis of halogen-containing compounds of
unknown molecular weight due to the sensitivity of the method. Analysis based on
direct thermal desorption are more desirable than conventional GC/MS in some cases
because many high molecular weight compounds may require long periods of time
(hours) to pass, if at all, through a conventional 15 meter column. If these compounds
lack acidic or basic functional groups, LC/MS analysis based on ESI may not be feasible.
When the sample is desorbed from the probe, brominated species can easily be ionized
through the capture of low energy electrons leading to the detection of the molecular
ion and/or structure-specific fragment ions formed in the sources of the mass
spectrometer (Scheme 7). TOF-MS can carry out an unknown molecular weight
determination with better sensitivity and mass accuracy than conventional quadrupole
mass analyzers. Quadrupole mass analyzers analyze a single m/z value at a time and
typically have only unit mass resolution. Thus, the combination of these desorption,
ionization, and mass analysis methods (TD-NCI-TOF-MS) is well suited for the analysis of
a greater number of compounds than other mass spectrometry based methodologies at
our disposal.
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RClnBrm + e-

RClnBrm·Br- + RClnBr(m-1)·

RClnBrm·Br + RClnBr(m-1)·Scheme 7. The ionization and possible fragmentation of a halogenated compound in TDNCI.
Hot tub samples acquired over the course of approximately eight months were
found to contain a number of mono- and dibrominated compounds. The presence of
bromine-containing compounds was inferred from the presence of m/z 79 and m/z 81
ions in the mass spectra of all extracts with exact masses matching those of the two
bromine isotopes. The isotope ratio of these peaks was 1:1 further indicating the
likelihood of bromine-containing compounds being present in the sample (Figure 19). It
is possible that different combinations of C, H, N, and O will lead to masses of 79 and 81
Daltons. However, the extracted ion chromatograms for these masses have similar
shapes and ion abundances (Figure 20). Figure 20 indicates a prevalence of bromide ions
from minutes 3 through 6 and it is here where the majority of brominated compounds
might be expected to desorb. With the approximate 1:1 peak ratio seen in the mass
spectra of the samples and the similarities observed in the extracted ion
chromatograms, the presence of bromine-containing compounds is strongly supported.
Identification of brominated ions was performed by first identifying which
regions of the total ion chromatogram resulted in a maximization of signal for both 79Br
and 81Br ions. These regions of the total ion chromatogram were then split into small
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time segments of approximately one minute each and a mass spectrum was extracted
from each segment. The resulting mass spectra from the small time segments were then
analyzed over small mass ranges for the characteristic isotope patterns for brominecontaining ions.

Figure 19. TD-NCI-TOF-MS full scan mass spectrum averaged over minutes 4-13 (inset
showing exact isotope masses).

A

B

Figure 20. TD-NCI-TOF-MS extracted ion chromatogram for (A) m/z 79 and (B) m/z 81.
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The analysis of three hot tub samples collected on different days over an eight
month period indicated the presence of three consistently observed ion pairs at m/z
135.9/137.9 (scans averaged between six and seven minutes), m/z 175.9/177.9 (scans
averaged between six and seven minutes) and m/z 189.9/191.9 (scans averaged
between five and six minutes). The isotope ratios of these ion pairs are indicative of
monobrominated compounds (Figures 21-23).

Figure 21. Mass spectrum of a monobrominated compound having monoisotopic
masses at m/z 135.9167 and m/z 137.9147.

Figure 22. Mass spectrum of a monobrominated compound having monoisotopic masses
at m/z 175.9123 and m/z 177.9097.
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Figure 23. Mass spectrum of a monobrominated compound having monoisotopic
masses at m/z 189.9273 and m/z 191.9253.
It is possible that these three ion pairs form from the same precursor ion. The
mass difference between m/z 175.9 and m/z 189.9 is approximately 14 Daltons,
consistent with a CH2 (14.0157 Daltons, 49.9 ppm mass error) group. It is possible that
these two ions are formed from the same precursor ion through bond cleavage on
either side of the CH2 carbon.
Approximately 40 Daltons separate the m/z 175.9 and m/z 135.9 ions, and there
is an approximately 54 Dalton difference between m/z 189.9 and m/z 135.9. The most
likely empirical formulas associated with these mass fits are C2O (39.9949 Daltons, 17.5
ppm mass error) and C3H2O (54.0106 Daltons, 0 ppm mass error). However, these
empirical formulas do not correspond to commonly observed mass losses140. A mass loss
of 54 Daltons could correspond to sequential losses of acetylene and CO, but the
absence of any species formed by the loss of 26 or 28 Daltons does not support this
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conclusion. It appears unlikely that m/z 135.9 forms from the same precursor ion as m/z
175.9 or m/z 189.9. This is supported by the desorption profiles associated with these
ions shown in Figure 24. The differences in peak shape and abundances indicate the
formation of these three ion pairs are likely coming from different precursor ions. All
three desorption profiles show maxima between six and eight minutes and between
twelve and fourteen minutes.
A

B

C

Figure 24. TD-NCI-TOF-MS extracted ion chromatograms for the (A) m/z 135.9 ion, (B)
m/z 175.9 ion, and (C) m/z 189.9 ion.
The presence of several peak maxima observed in the desorption profiles (Figure
24) strongly suggests that there may be more than one precursor ion or isomer
associated with the observed ions. The mass spectra associated with the desorption
profile maxima observed in Figure 24 were analyzed for the purpose of determining if
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the observed ions were molecular ions or fragment ions formed from a higher molecular
weight precursor. Mass spectra were extracted from individual scans averaged over a
one to one and a half minute time frame over the maxima observed in the three
extracted ion chromatograms in Figure 24. The resulting mass spectra were interrogated
over the 200-750 Daltons mass range for the characteristic isotope pattern for ions
containing one or two bromine atoms.
The mass spectra averaged from scans collected between 6.4 and 7.7 minutes
indicated the presence of a dibrominated ion at m/z 214.8/216.8/218.8 (Figure 25). The
m/z 214.8 ion is 79 Daltons more than that observed at m/z 135.9. The desorption
profiles of both the m/z 135.9 and m/z 214.8 ions are similar (Figure 26) indicating that
the m/z 214.8 ion is likely the parent ion which fragments bromide leading to the
formation of at least some of the m/z 135.9 ion.

Figure 25. Mass spectrum of a dibrominated compound having monoisotopic masses at
m/z 214.8337, m/z 216.8317 and m/z 218.8296.
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Figure 26. TD-NCI-TOF-MS extracted ion chromatograms for the (A) m/z 135.9 ion, (B)
m/z 214.8 ion, (C) m/z 216.8 ion, and (D) m/z 218.8.
The m/z 214.8 ion is also present at maxima present in the extracted ion
chromatogram of the m/z 175.9 ion. However, it is unlikely that m/z 175.9 is a product
ion as the mass difference is 39 Daltons which may form from the loss of C3H3. If this
were the fragment lost to form m/z 175.9, the isotope pattern for m/z 175.9 would
indicate the presence of a dibrominated ion, but a monobrominated ion is indicated.
The desorption profiles of these two ions are also not similar. This ion pair is likely a
molecular ion as no higher molecular weight brominated species were observed which
gave an indication of fragmenting to form the ion observed at m/z 175.9.
The presence of the m/z 214.8 ion is observed in mass spectra extracted from
maxima of the m/z 189.9 ion as well. This mass difference is 25 Daltons which has no
logical ions. Further, the desorption profiles of these two ions are not similar. As
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observed with the m/z 175.9 ion, no other higher molecular weight ions were observed
which gave an indication of fragmenting to form the m/z 189.9 ion. This ion is likely a
molecular ion.
Empirical Formulas of Fragment Ions and Potential Precursor Ions
Formula fitting using ChemCalc149 yields several formulas for each ion pair. The
empirical formula observed at m/z 135.9/137.9 is C2HBrO2 with a 2.9 ppm mass error.
One structure was found to match the formula. Other formulas which may have fit
included those for the butyl bromide isomers (C4H9Br) and C3H5OBr. These last two
formulas are proposed as the masses observed are 57 Daltons higher than just bromine.
If the ion is derived from the BCDMH disinfectant, the latter formula seems more likely.
However, the mass error was too great for each of these two ions as it was in excess of
250 ppm. The isotope ratio for 13C in the mass spectrum gave no additional information
as it ranged from 7-20% likely due to interfering ions. Thus it seems that the initial
formula proposed is a likely match possibly coming from the decomposition of the
BCDMH disinfectant. The proposed formula was found to fit the compound 2-oxoacetyl
bromide (Figure 27) which has been proposed as an intermediate in atmospheric
oxidation of 1,2-dibromoethane180.

Figure 27. The structure of 2-oxoacetyl bromide.
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The indication that the m/z 214.8/216.8/218.8 ions are the molecular ion which
fragments to form the m/z 135.9/137.9 ion pair leads to the proposed empirical formula
of C2HBr2O2 (theoretical mass: 214.8348 Daltons, observed mass: 214.8337 Daltons, 5.2
ppm error) for the molecular ion. The theoretical isotope distribution and that which is
observed fits well with this proposed formula. This formula fits with the deprotonated
form of dibromoacetic acid. The absence of a dibrominated ion at m/z
170.8/172.8/174.8 from the common loss of CO2 (44 Daltons) for carboxylic acids (as
seen in the LCMS spectra below) suggests that this ion is formed from an isomer of
dibromoacetic acid. A structure search suggests that these dibrominated ions may be
formed from an alcohol (Figure 28). The 1,2-dibromo-2-oxoethoxy radical (Figure 28)
has been observed as an intermediate in the atmospheric oxidation of 1,2dibromoethane180, suggesting that an alcohol structure formed by the attachment of a
hydrogen atom may be stable. It is known that free radicals formed by the oxidation of
1,2-dibromoethane may be formed in solution as well181. Such a free radical structure is
resonance stabilized. The alcohol isomer of dibromoacetic acid may desorb from the
probe and lose a hydrogen atom upon electron capture to ultimately yield a closed-shell
negative ion.

A

B

Figure 28. (A) The structure of 1,2-dibromo-1-hydroxy-2-oxy-ethane and (B) the
resonance stabilized 1,2-dibromo-oxoethoxy radical.
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The observation of these ion masses supports the proposed ionization
mechanism via competing reactions involving inductive cleavage leading to the
formation of either the bromide ion (as can be observed in Figures 19 and 20) or the
formation of the radical anion of the molecular ion and observed fragment ions (as
discussed here).
The ion pair observed at m/z 175.9/177.9 gives a formula match of C4HBrO3
(theoretical mass: 175.9114, observed mass: 175.9123, 5.2 ppm mass error) having only
one structure to match the formula. The proposed structure for this ion pair is 3-bromo2,5-furandione (Figure 29). This compound may be present as a brominated DBP of
maleic anhydride. The introduction of maleic anhydride into the hot tub environment
may be coming from the source water or through chemicals rinsing off individuals using
the hot tub. The bromine is freely available in the water from the disinfectant.

Figure 29. The structure of 3-bromo-2,5-furandione.
Finally, the ion pair at m/z 189.9/191.9 has a formula fit of C5H3BrO3 (theoretical
mass: 189.9271, observed mass: 189.9273, 1.1 ppm mass error). This formula has
structural matches for the six isomers of bromofuroic acid, 3-bromo-5-hydroxy-4Hpyran-4-one, 2-bromo-3-hydroxy-4H-pyran-4-one, 3-bromo-4-methyl-2,5-furandione,
and 3-bromomethyl-2,5-furandione (Figure 30). The last compound is one methylene
group different in structure from that proposed for the ion pair observed at m/z
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175.9/177.9. However, as discussed above, this structure does not appear to be a likely
candidate. Furoic acids, particularly 2-furoic acid, have been used as preservatives,
bactericides, and fungicides. The addition of a bromine atom from BCDMH to furoic acid
in BCDMH-treated hot tub water may occur leading to the formation of the bromofuroic
acid isomers.

Figure 30. The proposed structures matching the formula C5H3BrO3.
LCMS analysis on a triple quadrupole instrument did not provide evidence of the
carboxylic acids however.
LC-TOF-MS Analysis
Hot tub samples were collected over the course of a week on Monday,
Wednesday and Friday. Two ion clusters observed at m/z 170.8/172.8/174.8 and those
at m/z 214.8/216.8/218.8 were observed in the Monday and Friday samples (Figure 31).
These are suggested to be dibromoacetic acid, a known DBP present in treated drinking
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water. The ions at m/z 170.8/172.8/174.8 (theoretical mass: 170.8451 Daltons for [MH]- ion, observed mass: 170.8453 Daltons, 1.2 ppm mass error) are presumed to be the
decarboxylated dibromoacetic acid ions resulting from in-source fragmentation. The
lack of this ion from the Wednesday sampling may be a result of the dynamic nature of
the hot tub system. It may be possible that the dibromoacetic acid reacted with other
organic compounds present in the water to form other DBPs. These other DBPs may
have further reacted to eventually reform dibromoacetic acid over the course of the
week.

Figure 31. LC-TOF-MS full scan of dibrominated ions at m/z 170.8/172.8/174.8 and m/z
214.8/216.8/218.8 from the hot tub sample collected on (A) Monday (with the structure
of dibromoacetic acid inset) and (B) Friday.
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The presence of dibromoacetic acid in hot tub water treated with brominating
disinfectants has not been extensively studied. Dibromoacetic acid was not observed in
pools treated with chlorinating disinfectants61. In another study, dibromoacetic acid was
observed in one of two pool water samples treated with a bromine-containing
disinfectant. Five additional pools that were treated using chlorination also had
detectable levels of dibromoacetic acid63. Bromine present in the source water may lead
to the formation of bromine-containing DBPs61. No other studies have been identified
which investigated the formation of dibromoacetic acid in pool or hot tub water treated
with brominating disinfectants. This should be considered the first instance of
dibromoacetic acid forming as a DBP in a hot tub water treated with a brominating
disinfectant.
The presence of dibromoacetic acid in the environment may result from the
disposal of BCDMH treated water. Samples from Lake Michigan taken after rainfall
events indicate the presence of dibromoacetic acid (observed as the decarboxylated
ion) (Figure 32). These samples were collected not more than 12 hours after a significant
rainfall event from locations near sewer overflow outlets. The Chicago area sewer
system is designed as a combined sewer system182. It is possible the dibromoacetic acid
observed in Lake Michigan after a rainfall event is being washed out of the sewer system
as part of an overflow event and into the lake. Dibromoacetic acid is not consistently
observed in lake water, so these overflow events create brief areas of a high
concentration of dibromoacetic acid, which in the aquatic environment may deleterious
to the aquatic ecosystems. Dibromoacetic acid contaminated water may lead to the
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leaching of dibromoacetic acid into the terrestrial ecosystems and further adverse
environmental impacts. Dibromoacetic acid is known to be carcinogenic50.

A

B

Figure 32. LC-TOF-MS full scan mass spectra of samples from Lake Michigan at (A) W.
Bryn Mawr Ave. and (B) Berger Park indicating the presence of dibromoacetic acid.
Ions observed in only the Wednesday and Friday samples indicate that, over
time, the composition of the water and the formed DBPs change. It may be that ions
observed earlier in the week reacted further to form persistent DBPs and were thus
intermediate DBPs. Those ions present in only samples from Monday and/or
Wednesday only could thus be considered intermediates leading to the formation of
persistent DBPs present in Wednesday and Friday samples. Of the ions observed on one
or two of the three days, the monoisotopic masses of the ion trio clustered around m/z
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240.8 observed in samples taken on Wednesday (Figure 33) and Friday were used to
find possible formulas. The best formula fit was C3H2Br2N2O (theoretical mass: 238.8461
Daltons for the [M-H]- ion, observed mass: 238.8456 Daltons, 2.1 ppm mass error)
corresponding to two structures, one of which is 2,2-dibromo-2-cyanoacetamide
(DBNPA) (Figure 34), a known biocide which can readily degrade to dibromoacetic acid
among other products183. The isotopic abundances for the A+1 peaks are consistent with
the proposed formula as well after considering for the likelihood of instrument
background and other potential interferences.

Figure 33. LC-TOF-MS full scan of a dibrominated ion at m/z 238.8/240.8/242.8.

Figure 34. The structure of 2,2-dibromo-2-cyanoacetamide.
Ions at m/z 250.8/252.8/254.8, indicative of a dibrominated compound (Figure
35), were observed in all three of the samples acquired during the week. This compound
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may be a persistent DBP or it may already be present in the source water as a DBP from
the water treatment process.

Figure 35. LC-TOF-MS full scan of a dibrominated ion at m/z 250.8/252.8/254.8 from the
sampling of a hot tub on (A) Monday, (B) Wednesday, and (C) Friday in the same week.
The molecular formula CH2Br2SO3 (theoretical mass: 250.8018 Daltons for the
[M-H]- ion, observed mass: 250.8022 Daltons, 1.6 ppm mass error) is consistent with the
ions observed at m/z 250.8/252.8/254.8 as the (M-H)- ions for the isotope pattern
indicative of two bromine atoms. The suggested formula fits with the structure for 1,1dibromo-methanesulfonic acid (Figure 36). Other ions observed in the mass spectra of
the sample indicated possible fragmentation of this compound, but the monoisotopic
masses and retentions times of those ions were not in agreement with the possible
fragment ions which would likely be formed from 1,1-dibromo-methanesulfonic acid. It
is uncertain from where this compound may be coming as the likely precursor,
methanesulfonic acid, has not previously been observed in tap water. Methanesulfonic
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acid has been detected in atmospheric aerosols,

however184,185.

The bromination of

methanesulfonic acid may occur by reaction of this compound with BCDMH or one of its
hydrolysis products in hot tub water. To date, this appears to be the first time 1,1dibromo-methanesulfonic acid has been observed as a DBP.

Figure 36. The structure of 1,1-dibromo-methanesulfonic acid.
Hydrolysis Studies of 3-Bromo-1-Chloro-5,5-Dimethylhydantoin (BCDMH)
The chemical transformation via hydrolysis, decomposition, or condensation
reactions involving BCDMH in pure water was carried out to help identify brominated
species observed in the NCI and ESI studies described above. The observation of ions
with empirical formulas consistent with those observed in the studies discussed above
would provide insight into how the DBPs in the hot tub water are formed and help
determine their structures. The empirical formulas of the DBPs observed in the NCI and
ESI studies all appear to have low carbon:hydrogen ratios, consistent with the empirical
formulas of BCDMH. The empirical formulas of most bromine-containing DBPs
determined in the NCI and ESI analysis are made up of the same atoms as BCDMH
suggesting that BCDMH and/or water may be the sole precursors of the brominated
DBPs.
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The analysis of the ultra-pure water/BCDMH mixture yielded one consistent
compound which was found to have an empirical formula fit within 5 ppm mass error.
The compound observed at m/z 246.0/248.0 was fit to the formula C9H3BrN4
(theoretical mass: 245.9546, observed mass: 245.9541, 2.1 ppm mass error) (Figure 37).
A search for possible structures generated nine possible structures all of which have
nitrile groups (R-CN) (Figure 38). Nitriles are found in a variety of consumer goods, such
as glues (methyl cyanoacrylate), rubbers, and pharmaceuticals, as well as being naturally
occurring compounds in plants and animals. Nitriles have been linked with possible
negative health effects resulting from the release of cyanide in a reaction mediated by
cytochrome P450186.

Figure 37. NCI-TOF mass spectrum of two monobrominated ions at (m/z 242.9/244.9
and m/z 246.0/248.0) from the 24 hour extract of BCDMH in ultrapure water.
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Figure 38. The nine structural matches for the formula C9H3BrN4 that fit within 0.4 ppm
mass accuracy.
The formation of nitriles in pool water is not unprecedented. Richardson et al. 63
identified five halonitriles in pool water. Bromoacetonitrile and
bromochloroacetonitrile, however, were the only nitrile containing DBPs observed in
pool water treated with a brominating disinfectant. Nitriles have also been observed in
pool water treated with chlorinating disinfectants61. Bromine-containing disinfectants,
however, are more likely to transfer its halogen leading to the formation of more
bromine-containing DBPs than chlorine containing disinfectants. Nitrogen-containing
organic precursors, such as amino acids and compounds found in urine, will likely react
with bromine-containing disinfectants and form brominated DBPs in a manner similar to
reactions with chlorinating disinfectants. The decomposition of these bromine-
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containing nitriles will likely be slower than their chlorine containing analogs which
presents a greater health risk due to their comparative stability51. However, the
formation potential of nitriles and resulting reaction products in water treated with
bromine-containing disinfectants has not been extensively studied.
The reactions with BCDMH in water taken from Lake Michigan indicated the
presence of ion pairs at m/z 135.9/137.9 (observed after 7 days) and m/z 189.9/191.1
(observed after 24 hours) as had been also observed in samples taken from the hot tub.
However, the desorption profiles of the lake water reactions do no match those of the
hot tub sample. The ions present in the lake water reactions are likely different from
those observed previously in the hot tub sample. These ions are likely isomeric to those
observed in the hot tub samples. The differences in structure would lead to different
desorption profiles while still having the same masses. The natural organic matter
(NOM) present in the lake water likely reacted with the BCDMH to form these brominecontaining DBPs. The differences in the NOM in the lake water reactions and the hot tub
would also contribute to differences in the structures observed.
Conclusion
The detection of bromoform in hot tub water was expected. However, the high
abundance of bromoform observed is a concern. The minimal abundance of
dibromochloromethane suggests that dichloro and trichloro THMs have a negligible
contribution to the overall THM concentration observed in hot tubs treated with
bromine-containing disinfectants. It is likely that highly chlorinated DBPs are unlikely to
form in water treated with BCDMH. Bromoform is usually the least concentrated analyte
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present of the THMs, but the observed concentration range, well above the EPA
allowable concentration in drinking water, may be associated with an increase in health
risks associated with bromoform exposure. The high concentration of bromoform also
suggests that hot tubs may be large contributors to the bromoform load in the
environment.
Hot tub samples analyzed using TD-NCI-TOF-MS indicated that at least two
possible competing mechanisms contribute to the ionization reaction. The large
abundance of m/z 79/81 coming from bromide is likely coming from the loss of bromine
from lower molecular weight molecules and will not be observed in the mass spectrum.
The formulas generated from the observed ions indicate that these suspected brominecontaining DBPs are oxygenated, which is not usually observed with chlorinated DBPs.
The apparent presence of BrO2- and BrO3- ions suggest that these intermediates, which
formed from the disinfectant and not the disinfectant itself, may be responsible for the
oxidation of other compounds and microorganisms in the hot tub water.
Analysis of samples using LC-TOF-MS indicated the presence of dibromoacetic
acid in hot tub samples. This observation is a first for the study of BCDMH. The presence
of this compound in hot tub water should be of concern as it is a known carcinogen 50.
Dibromoacetic acid was also observed in Lake Michigan after rainfall events. It is likely
that the introduction of dibromoacetic acid to the environment is coming in part from
overflow events. The presence of dibromoacetic acid in the environment may also be
from the degradation of 2,2-dibromo-2-cyanoacetamide, a biocide that is known to
degrade to form dibromoacetic acid. The presence of 2,2-dibromo-2-cyanoacetamide
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was observed in hot tub samples in this study as well, and this is believed to be the first
observation of this compound in such a matrix.
The identification of 1,1-dibromo-methansulfonic acid is also a first in hot tub
water. Sulfonic acids have previously been observed in the environment but have not
been studied in settings such as aquatic facilities187.
The BCDMH hydrolysis study indicated that many of the proposed structures are
nitriles. The abundance of nitriles in hot tub water should be concerning as many nitriles
are known to be toxic and can potentially break down to form even more toxic
compounds, such as HCN186. Mechanisms for the formation of nitriles in water
treatment have been proposed51. However, the presence of such compounds in hot
tubs and pools has not been extensively studied despite several studies indicating their
presence in pool water61,63.
It does not appear to be the case that the major contributor to brominated DBPs
in hot tubs comes from hydrolysis or unimolecular decomposition of the disinfection
reagent itself as few ions were observed in all samples. It can be concluded that
reactions involving only BCDMH are not major contributors to the DBPs observed in hot
tub waters. Though the possibility that BCDMH reacts to form nitriles should be of
concern. It appears that compounds already present in the source water or those
introduced into the system from the bathers and further reaction with either free
bromide or the disinfectant are the major routes leading to the formation of
brominated DBPs in a hot tub system.

CHAPTER FIVE
STUDIES OF TRICLOSAN OXIDATION BY HYDROGEN PEROXIDE
Introduction
Triclosan (5-chloro-2-(2,4-dichlorophenoxy)phenol) (Figure 39) is a broad
spectrum antimicrobial used in different formulations for disinfectants, soaps,
detergents, toothpastes, mouthwashes, deodorants, and shampoos among other
personal care products and veterinary, industrial, and household products 188. Triclosan
acts on the bacterial cells by inhibiting the NADH or NADPH-dependent enoyl-acyl
carrier protein reductase (FabI). Triclosan binds to FabI at the enoyl substrate site
increasing the binding of FabI to NAD+. The formation of this complex inhibits the final
steps of fatty acid elongation leading to cell membrane damage and dysfunction. The
cell membrane damage leads to the eventual cellular death189. It has also been shown
that triclosan intercalates into bacterial cell membranes. The inclusion of triclosan in the
cell membrane decreases its structural integrity and is hypothesized to contribute to the
overall antibacterial effect of triclosan190.

Figure 39. The structure of triclosan.
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Triclosan is ubiquitous in the environment. It has been detected across the U.S.
in streams as well as globally in various surface waters71,108. Triclosan has further been
observed in wastewater treatment plant influents and effluents around the world 108. For
example, extractions of wastewater effluent from the Kirie and Stickney wastewater
treatment plants in the Chicago are indicated the presence of triclosan. The theoretical
and observed masses with respective mass errors for these two treatment plants are
shown in Table 3. Triclosan has been detected in activated sludge from water treatment
plants and sediment from rivers, lakes, and other bodies of water108. Samples from the
Stickney (Figure 40) and Kirie (Figure 41) wastewater treatment plants analyzed using
LC-TOFMS indicate the presence of triclosan as a late eluting peak (approximately 26.8
minutes). Triclosan was also detected in samples from Lake Michigan near Berger Park
in Chicago, IL using LC-MS-MS. The SRM analysis used clearly indicates triclosan eluting
at 14.2 minutes (Figure 42). Though typically below limits of quantification and not
frequently detected in tap water, triclosan has been observed in tap water or finished
drinking water from the U.S., China, and across Europe108,191,192.
Table 3. Triclosan molecular ion masses observed in extractions of Kirie and Stickney
Wastewater Treatment Plant effluents.
Wastewater
Theoretical
Observed Mass Mass Error
Treatment Plant
Mass (Daltons)
(Daltons)
(ppm)
Stickney
286.9439
286.9451
4.2
Stickney
288.9409
288.9427
6.3
Stickney
290.9380
290.9400
6.9
Kirie
286.9439
286.9486
16.4
Kirie
288.9409
288.9469
20.8
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Figure 40. LC-TOFMS extracted ion chromatograms of the (A) m/z 290.9 ion, (B) m/z
288.9 ion, and (C) m/z 286.9 ion of the 35Cl and 37Cl isotopologues of triclosan.
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Figure 41. LC-TOFMS extracted ion chromatograms of the (A) m/z 290.9 ion, (B) m/z
288.9 ion, and (C) m/z 286.9 ion of the 35Cl and 37Cl isotopologues of triclosan.
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Figure 42. Extracted ion chromatograms indicating the presence of triclosan via the
fragmentation of chlorine isotopes from selected isotopologues ((A) m/z 291  m/z 35,
(B) m/z 291  m/z 37, and (C) m/z 287  m/z 35).
Humans are exposed to triclosan extensively through personal care products.
Triclosan has been widely detected in human blood and urine106. Human exposure to
triclosan is seemingly not preventable as it is widely used in personal care products.
Studies to determine the potential mechanisms of action of triclosan in humans indicate
that triclosan is an endocrine disruptor193. The toxicology of triclosan has been well
studied in humans, and it is generally concluded that despite the evidence present for
possible adverse health effects, triclosan is still safe to use.
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The presence of triclosan in the environment should be of greater concern given
its potential to cause damage in different ecosystems. Triclosan may undergo cleavage
of the ether bond leading to the formation of 2,4-dichlorophenol and other
chlorophenols. Other routes of triclosan decomposition may lead to the formation of
other environmental phenols113,116. There is evidence to suggest that the products of
triclosan degradation are more toxic than triclosan alone108,194,195. Redox reactions are
likely to occur in the environment, and the aim here is to investigate how triclosan
reacts upon oxidation using hydrogen peroxide. This reaction can feasibly occur when
using common personal care products such as toothpaste, mouthwash, and teeth
whitening systems. Triclosan can also be oxidized in treatment systems which employ
advanced oxidative processes. This study seeks to characterize the peroxide-induced
oxidation products of triclosan, such as those which may be produced when personal
care products containing triclosan, (e.g. toothpaste) and hydrogen peroxide (e.g. mouth
washes and teeth whitening products) are combined. These oxidation products will
likely form in water treatment processes in which hydrogen peroxide is used as well.
Selected pH values will be investigated to determine if there is a dependence on pH and
the formation of the observed oxidation products.
Environmental Effects of Triclosan Exposure
Triclosan is generally recognized as safe for use in human products, however it
can present adverse environmental effects. Triclosan is among the most persistent
organic pollutants in surface waters71. Thus the environmental impact of triclosan and
its degradation products should not be understated.
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Triclosan is a broad spectrum antimicrobial, not being specific to particular
bacterial strains. The killing potential of triclosan is dependent on the bacterial strain
and how it is equipped to remove triclosan from its cells. Some bacterial strains are
capable of surviving triclosan exposure through rapid elimination after the compound
has been ingested while other bacteria are highly susceptible and treatment results in
cell death189,196.
The prevalence of triclosan in the environment and its use as an antimicrobial
has led to concerns about bacterial strains becoming resistant to triclosan. Triclosanresistant bacteria have been isolated from soils193. Triclosan-resistant bacterial strains
have also been isolated from natural waterways indicating that exposure to triclosan
has an impact on native bacteria. The presence of triclosan may allow for the selection
of particular bacterial and algae strains to be present in the environment. This could
have impacts up the food chain within the aquatic ecosystem197. Triclosan resistance is
observed in some bacterial strains, but it is still an effective antimicrobial as it is still
effective on many other bacterial strains, such as those present in the human mouth 198.
The debate surrounding bacterial resistance to triclosan will continue as the literature
provides examples across the spectrum from complete resistance to non-resistance189.
Disposition of Triclosan during Water Treatment
Water treatment processes are capable of removing up to 95% of the triclosan
present in incoming water, but what remains may enter the environment from effluent
release. However, the decomposition products formed during the treatment process are
potentially toxic not only to humans but also to the environment12. The degradation of
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triclosan in the environment may form some of the same oxidation products formed
during the water treatment process. Biological degradation of triclosan in aerobic
environments of activated sludge treatment of waste water has been demonstrated to
form 2,4-dichlorophenol, 4-chlorocatechol, 5-hydroxy-triclosan, as well as other monoand di- hydroxy-triclosan derivatives. Triclosan-O-sulfate was also detected. These
products were hypothesized to form either through simple bond cleavage leading to the
formation of phenols and catechols, addition of hydroxyl moieties to the aromatic ring
structure, and the attachment of methyl and sulfate groups directly to the oxygen atoms
of triclosan and hydroxyl-triclosan derivatives199.
Triclosan in terrestrial environments comes from the application of sewage
sludge on farm lands or leaching of water already contaminated with triclosan. Ying et
al.200 investigated the biological degradation of triclosan in soil under aerobic and
anaerobic conditions. While no degradation products were identified, the
environmental half-life of triclosan during aerobic degradation conditions was
determined to be about 18 days and appeared to persist under anaerobic conditions in
laboratory studies.
Wastewaters are treated and processed many different ways. Consequently, the
variety of degradation products which may form greatly increase from one treatment
plant to another. Each treatment method deserves its own study to determine what
products are formed. The treatment of wastewater using activated sludge was discussed
above, and it presents only one step in the treatment process. In drinking water
systems, triclosan reacts with free chlorine yielding a number of potentially toxic

oxidation products. 2,4-Dichlorophenol and chloroform, known

carcinogens56,111,
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were

detected in water treated with chlorine112. If excess chlorine is available, it can react
further with 2,4-dichlorophenol via electrophilic substitution leading to the formation of
2,4,6-trichlorophenol, which has been shown to be cytotoxic201. Also observed were 5,6dichloro-2-(2,4-dichlorophenoxy)phenol, 4,5-dichloro-2-(2,4-dichlorophenoxy)phenol,
and 4,5,6-trichloro-(2,4-dichlorophenoxy)phenol112. The toxicities of these formed
compounds are not be known, but it could be concluded that these observed
compounds may be toxic as they have structural similarities to 2,4-dichlorophenol. The
presence of the carbon-chlorine bonds suggests toxicity as many compounds which
have carbon-chlorine bonds present a greater degree of toxicity.
Ozonation has replaced chlorination in many wastewater treatment facilities.
Ozone-induced degradation products of triclosan include 2,4-dichlorophenol, which is
formed through cleavage of the ether bond. Mono- and di-hydroxy triclosan, 4chlororesorcinol, and 4-chlorocatechol were also products of triclosan contaminated
water treated with ozonation. Of these products, only the toxicity of 2,4-dichlorophenol
has been assessed and is classified as harmful to aquatic species and may cause adverse
effects to the aquatic environment202.
Fenton chemistry and Fenton-like reactions have been used as oxidative
processes for the treatment of wastewater for the removal of organic pollutants203.
Fenton chemistry, or the Fenton reaction, involves the oxidation of organic substances
by hydrogen peroxide through its degradation to hydroxide using an iron (II) catalyst
(Scheme 8)204. Fenton chemistry is carried out under acidic conditions to prevent the
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iron from precipitating out of solution as well as to reduce the evolution of O2 and
increase the evolution of hydroxyl radicals205. In applications of Fenton chemistry to
water treatment, the pH is maintained around a value of three 203,206. Fenton chemistry
has been carried out using electrochemical methods (electro-Fenton) and
photochemical methods (photo-Fenton) for additional applications of Fenton chemistry
to the water treatment process and more complete oxidation of organic
pollutants203,205.
Fe 2+ + H 2 O 2  Fe3+ + OH - + OH •
OH • + H 2 O 2  OH •2 + H 2O
Fe3+ + OH •2  Fe 2+ + H + + O 2
Scheme 8: The generation of hydroxyl radicals from hydrogen peroxide in the Fenton
reaction.

Fenton-like reactions involve the cleavage of the oxygen-oxygen bond in
hydrogen peroxide and the generation of hydroxyl radicals for the oxidation of organic
material like the standard Fenton reaction. However, Fenton-like reactions involve
modifications of the standard Fenton chemistry, such as using iron (III) (SCHEME 9) as
opposed to iron (II) or use a different metal, such as copper207. The mechanism of
hydroxyl radical generation is different based on the metal ion catalyst. Modifications to
standard Fenton chemistry are sometimes desirable to insure that the metal ion
remains soluble particularly when a basic pH is necessary to generate oxidative species.
Iron (III) is quantitatively precipitated as the hydroxide at a low reaction pH. A catalyst
capable of activating the formation of hydroxyl radical at neutral pH is desirable for a
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water treatment system to minimize the equipment and time necessary for complete
and efficient removal of organic pollutants207,208.

Fe3+ + H 2O 2  Fe 2+ + H  + OH•2
Fe3+ + OH•2  Fe2+ + O2 + H 
Fe2+ + H 2O 2  Fe3+ + OH  + OH•
OH• + H 2O 2  OH•2 + H 2O
Fe3+ + OH•2  Fe2+ + H + + O 2
Scheme 9: The generation of hydroxyl radicals from hydrogen peroxide in the Fentonlike reaction using Fe3+.
The products of triclosan oxidation using various different Fenton-like processes
have been summarized in Table 4. The formation of 2,4-dichlorophenol was observed as
in other studies of triclosan degradation. Other oxidation products observed were 4chlorocatechol, phenol, hydroquinone, p-benzoquinone, and maleic, acetic, oxalic, and
formic acids. The p-hydroquinone of triclosan and p-quinone of triclosan as well as the
diols 4,6-dichloro-1,2-benzenediol and 4,6-dichloro-1,3-benzenediol have also been
observed116,209. Pond water samples exposed to varying concentrations of phenol have
shown a decrease in dissolved oxygen and population of phytoplankton with an increase
in phenol concentration. Phenols have been demonstrated to adversely affect fish
leading to respiratory distress. Other changes in fish were assumed to be the result of
phenols interfering with various enzyme activities210. It is possible that other observed
oxidation products may be toxic though not yet assessed.
Triclosan is also susceptible to photolysis. Earlier studies of triclosan degradation
in the presence of titanium dioxide (TiO2) catalyst produced different, unidentified
dichlorophenol isomers114. It is possible that some of these reaction products may be
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responsible for human or ecosystem toxicity. Studies using buffered and natural waters
demonstrate that triclosan undergoes photolysis leading to the formation of 2,4dichlorophenol and 2,8-dichlorodibenzo-p-dioxin. The photolytic formation of the dioxin
occurs not only under laboratory lamp sources but also under natural sunlight. The
formation of the dioxin also occurs across a broad pH range (4-11.5)113,211. The dioxin
was only formed in low yields (up to 12%). However, the dioxin was not detected when
solutions of triclosan were treated with TiO2, hydrogen peroxide, and UV light. Under
this method of photocatalytic oxidation, the products formed were 2,4-dichlorophenol,
the quinone of triclosan, and the hydroquinone of triclosan212. The formation of 2,8dichlorodibenzo-p-dioxin, though, does not appear to have any toxicological
implications. Animal studies have indicated that there are no toxicological effects after
exposure to 2,8-dichlorodibenzo-p-dioxin213,214. In fact, studies using goldfish indicated a
very rapid metabolism and elimination which likely minimized the potential for toxic
effects. Other dibenzo-p-dioxins do demonstrate toxicity in aquatic species, such as
fathead minnows and rainbow trout215. Table 4 is a summary of different degradation
strategies and the products each of these methods produces.
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Table 4. Summary of triclosan oxidation products by treatment or reaction conditions.
Oxidation Products
2,4,6- trichlorophenol
2,4-dichlorophenol

Biological
Fenton and FentonChlorination Ozonation
Photolysis References
Degradation
like Reactions
x
112
112, 113,
116, 197,
x
x
x
x
x
200, 207,
209, 210

2,8-dichlorodibenzo-pdioxin
4,5,6-trichloro-(2,4dichlorophenoxy)phenol
4,5-dichloro-2-(2,4dichlorophenoxy)phenol
4,6-dichloro-1,2benzenediol
4,6-dichloro-1,3benzenediol
4-chlorocatechol
4-chlororesorcinol
5,6-dichloro-2-(2,4dichlorophenoxy)phenol
5-hydroxy-triclosan

x
x

112

x

112

x

x

x

116, 207

x

116, 207
116, 197,
200, 207
200

x

x
x

112

x

197

Acetic acid
Chloroform
Mono- and di-hydroxytriclosan and derivatives
Formic acid

x

116, 207

x
x

113, 209

112
x

197, 200
x

116, 207

Hydroquinone

x

116, 207

Maleic acid

x

116, 207

Oxalic acid

x

Benzoquinones of triclosan

x

Phenol

x

Hydroquinone of triclosan

x

116, 207
116, 207,
210
116, 207
116, 207,
210
197

Triclosan-O-sulfate

x

x

x

Preliminary Reaction Screening
Fenton-like reactions were carried out by reacting triclosan, hydrogen peroxide
and sodium hydroxide at different pH values. Reactions mixtures were screened by
direct infusion into an ion trap MS operated in full scan mode to verify that the reaction
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occurred. The reaction mixtures indicated the presence of a dichlorophenol. Analysis of
the same samples using LC-TOFMS indicated that what was observed via direct infusion
of a sample reacted at approximately pH 10 using 12% hydrogen peroxide on the ion
trap MS was a set of three isomers proposed to be different dichlorophenol isomers
(Figure 43). The isotope ratios of the m/z 160.9, m/z 162.9, and m/z 164.9 ions, as
observed in the mass spectrum, are consistent with the (M-H)- ions formed by
dichlorophenols (Figure 44). The observed masses compare favorably to the theoretical
masses (160.9566/162.9537/164.9507 Daltons). The mass errors of the peak eluting at
21 minutes are 0, 1.3, and 1.3 ppm. The second peak eluting at 22 minutes had mass
errors of 2.5, 2.5 and 1.3 ppm. Mass errors of 2.5, 1.9, and 17.6 ppm were associated
with the peak eluting at 24 minutes. The formation of 2,4-dichlorophenol from the
oxidation of triclosan is known. However, the formation of other dichlorophenols from
triclosan, while proposed, has not been observed in the environment or water
treatment process112. It is hypothesized that the non-specific addition of a hydroxyl
radical under basic conditions on a benzene ring may lead to the formation of the three
hypothesized isomeric dichlorophenols. In addition to the formation of 2,4dichlorophenol, it is thought that 3,5- and 2,6-dichlorophenol are the dichlorophenols
most likely to be formed from oxidation of triclosan using hydrogen peroxide under
basic conditions (Scheme 10).
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Scheme 10. Proposed formation of three isomeric dichlorophenols from the reaction of
triclosan with hydrogen peroxide at a pH of approximately 10.
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Figure 43. LC-TOFMS extracted ion chromatograms of the (A) m/z 160.9 ion, (B) m/z
162.9 ion, and (C) m/z 164.9 ion.
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by the reaction of 12% hydrogen peroxide with triclosan in toothpaste.
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Identification of the Unknown Oxidation Products
Triclosan oxidation reactions were carried out for the purpose of identifying
dichlorophenols and other reaction products formed under oxidative conditions at
different pH values. The conventional Fenton reaction uses Fe2+ as a catalyst and is
performed under acidic conditions to maintain the iron in solution. Previous studies
have used Fe3+ as the iron source with acidic reaction conditions116. Electro-Fenton
reactions have been studied but these have used Fe2+ as the catalyst similar to the
traditional Fenton reaction209. The presented work does not rely on a metal catalyst, but
there is still a reliance on the generation of the hydroxyl radical from the decomposition
of hydrogen peroxide. A pH range is also investigated to determine the effects of pH on
the formation of the oxidation products, specifically dichlorophenols. This reaction is
classified as a Fenton-like reaction.
A triple quadrupole mass spectrometer (Agilent 6460) was used to analyze the
reaction mixtures. Product ion mass spectra of different reaction products were
acquired to help determine their structures. Dichlorophenol reaction products were
identified. The analysis provided a positive result of three peaks for the m/z 161 ion (the
(M-H)- indicative of the deprotonated dichlorophenol ion having only the 35Cl isotope)
(Figure 45). Product ion spectra were collected for both the m/z 161 and m/z 163 ions
(see Figure 46 for example) to help differentiate structures. The product ion spectra
show a sequential neutral loss of HCl and no additional fragmentation. The lack of
additional fragmentation indicates the presence of a ring structure. The mass remaining
after the sequential loss of HCl indicates the presence of a benzene-like ring structure.
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15.8

22.5

Figure 45. LC/MS/MS extracted ion chromatogram for m/z 161 from a reaction
preformed at a pH of approximately 10.

A

B

Figure 46. Product ion spectra of the (A) m/z 161 and (B) m/z 163 molecular ions for the
unknown eluting at 15.8 minutes.
The product ion spectra of the six known dichlorophenols were obtained (Figures
47-52). There are no differences between the product ion spectra of the six standards
other than differences in peak intensities. The product ion spectra of the unknowns
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were consistent with those of the dichlorophenol standards. The conclusion that the
three unknowns are dichlorophenols is thus plausible.

Figure 47. The structure of 2,3-dichlorophenol and its product ion spectrum of m/z 161
(the (M-H)- ion having a formula of 12C6H335Cl2O).

Figure 48. The structure of 2,4-dichlorophenol and its product ion spectrum of m/z 161
(the (M-H)- ion having a formula of 12C6H335Cl2O).

Figure 49. The structure of 2,5-dichlorophenol and its product ion spectrum of m/z 161
(the (M-H)- ion having a formula of 12C6H335Cl2O).
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Figure 50. The structure of 2,6-dichlorophenol and its product ion spectrum of m/z 161
(the (M-H)- ion having a formula of 12C6H335Cl2O).

Figure 51. The structure of 3,4-dichlorophenol and its product ion spectrum of m/z 161
(the (M-H)- ion having a formula of 12C6H335Cl2O).

Figure 52. The structure of 3,5-dichlorophenol and its product ion spectrum of m/z 161
(the (M-H)- ion having a formula of 12C6H335Cl2O).
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The retention times of the six dichlorophenols were compared to those of the
reaction products suggested to be dichlorophenols. Retention times from the standard
solution indicated that the unknowns were likely 2,4-, 2,5-, and 3,4-dichlorophenol.
These standards were spiked into the reaction mixture and analyzed using SIM (Figure
53). No new peaks were observed, and the three peak areas which were believed to be
these three dichlorophenols greatly increased. The standards were spiked into the
reaction mixture for analysis rather than attempting cochromatography as the width of
the chromatographic peaks at the base were equivalent to the differences in the
retention times associated with the standards. Retention times were later verified using
LC-TOFMS as discussed below. The above observed masses from HRMS analysis also fit
to within 4 ppm mass error of the predicted masses of the dichlorophenols. It can be
concluded that, at a pH of approximately 10, the oxidation of triclosan using hydrogen
peroxide results in the formation of 2,4-dichlorophenol (14.7 minutes), 2,5dichlorophenol (13.6 minutes), and 3,4-dichlorophenol (15.8 minutes).
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15.8

A

B

C

D

14.7

13.6

15.8

Figure 53. Extracted ion chromatograms of m/z 161 from a pH 10 reaction (A) not
spiked, and spiked with (B) 2,4-dichlorophenol, (C) 2,5-dichlorophenol, and (D) 3,4dichlorophenol.
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The proposed mechanism of triclosan oxidation leading to 1,3-dichlorophenols,
which is how 2,4-dichlorophenol is formed, is inconsistent for the reaction products of
2,5-dichlorophenol and 3,4-dichlorophenol. It is hypothesized that the formation of the
2,5- and 3,4-dichlorophenols proceeds through a multistep process involving attack by
two separate hydroxyl radicals (Schemes 11 and 12). While the location of hydroxyl
radical differs in the initial step of each mechanism, the final attack is always at the
same position leading to the cleavage of the ether linkage.

3,4-dichlorophenol

Scheme 11. The proposed mechanism of triclosan oxidation leading to the formation of
3,4-dichlorophenol.

2,5-dichlorophenol

Scheme 12. The proposed mechanism of triclosan oxidation leading to the formation of
2,5-dichlorophenol.
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The peak observed at a retention time of 22.5 minutes in Figure 45 does not
coelute with any of the six isomeric dichlorophenol standards. The isotope pattern of
the molecular ion is consistent with that of a dichlorinated compound (Figure 54).
However, none of the retention times of the six dichlorophenol standards match. The
product ion spectrum is also similar to those of the dichlorophenols (Figure 55),
specifically 3,5-dichlorophenol.

Figure 54. Full scan spectrum of the unknown peak centered at 22.5 minutes show a
dichlorinated compound (isotope ratio of about 100:64:10).
A

B

Figure 55. Product ion spectra of the late eluting peak for (A) m/z 161 and (B) m/z 163.
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The evidence from mass spectrometry indicates that the structure of the
unknown is similar to that of the dichlorophenols. It is hypothesized that this unknown
is a semi-quinone with two chlorine atoms or some other similar structure. The
ionization of this compound under ESI conditions is proposed to proceed through a
mechanism similar to that proposed for quinones (Figure 56)48. Here the semi-quinone
would form the same ion structure as a dichlorophenol

-H + 2 e-

Figure 56. A proposed mechanism for ionization of the hypothesized semi-quinone
structure (reactant) using ESI.
Effects of pH on Product Formation
The effect of pH on Fenton and Fenton-like reactions has been well documented.
The effects of pH were investigated with the oxidation of triclosan using hydrogen
peroxide in a Fenton-like reaction over the pH range of three to ten.
A mixture of all six dichlorophenols was analyzed to ensure resolution between
eluting compounds (Figure 57). Resolution was achieved, but it was noted that 3,4- and
3,5-dichlorophenol ionized more efficiently than any of the other isomers and formed
particularly broad peaks. Those peaks for the remaining four dichlorophenols with
retention times between 10.2 and 15.4 minutes are shown in the inset of Figure 57.
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However, resolution between 2,4- and 3,4-dichlorophenol was maintained at the
concentration analyzed.
20.1
10.6
12.7

13.7 14.7

15.6

Figure 57. Extracted ion chromatogram of m/z 161 from a mixture of the six
dichlorophenol standards each at a concentration of 167 µg/mL.
The unknown compound eluting at 22.5 ± 0.2 minutes was consistently present
across the tested pH range (Figures 58-65). 2,4-Dichlorophenol (retention time of 14.8 ±
0.1 minutes) was observed forming in samples having been reacted at approximately a
pH of 5, 9, and 10 (Figures 60, 64, and 65). 3,4-Dichlorophenol (retention time of 15.7 ±
0.3 minutes) was observed forming in samples having been reacted at approximately a
pH of 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, and 10 (Figures 58, 59, 61-63, and 65). The presence of 2,5dichlorophenol (retention time of 13.3 ± 0.1 minutes) was indicated at minimal relative
concentrations in samples reacted at a pH of 4, 6, and 7 (Figures 59, 61, and 62) as well
as formed at a much higher relative concentration in the pH 10 reaction (Figure 65).
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16.3

23.0

Figure 58. Extracted ion chromatogram of m/z 161 from a reaction performed at a pH of
approximately 3.

15.6

22.6

Figure 59. Extracted ion chromatogram of m/z 161 from a reaction performed at a pH of
approximately 4.

14.9

22.3

Figure 60. Extracted ion chromatogram of m/z 161 from a reaction performed at a pH of
approximately 5.
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15.5

22.6

Figure 61. Extracted ion chromatogram of m/z 161 from a reaction performed at a pH of
approximately 6.

15.5
22.6

Figure 62. Extracted ion chromatogram of m/z 161 from a reaction performed at a pH of
approximately 7.

15.8

22.7

Figure 63. Extracted ion chromatogram of m/z 161 from a reaction performed at a pH of
approximately 8.
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14.8
22.2

Figure 64. Extracted ion chromatogram of m/z 161 from a reaction performed at a pH of
approximately 9.

15.7

22.6

Figure 65. Extracted ion chromatogram of m/z 161 from a reaction performed at a pH of
approximately 10.
The identifications of the unknowns run at different pH values were made by
matching the closest retention time with that of the standards. It is assumed that, while
the peaks may be broad, each given peak is only representative of a single compound as
resolution between 2,4- and 3,4-dichlorophenol may not be visible/achievable at high
µg/mL concentrations. The data appears to indicate a trend in the relative concentration
of oxidation product based on pH. The formation of 2,4-dichlorophenol appears to reach
a maximum concentration at a pH of 9 and then drops significantly at a pH of 10. The
relative concentration of 3,4-dichlorophenol appears to reach a maximum concentration
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at a pH of 8, and that of the unknown reaches a maximum at a pH of 9. The formation of
2,5-dichlorophenol appears to be only minimal at pH values less than 10 where it
achieves a maximum relative concentration (Figure 66). The formation of these
compounds from the oxidation of triclosan should be regarded with concern as they are
forming at any environmentally and orally relevant pH.
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Figure 66. Comparison of the relative concentration (peak area) of 2,4-dichlorophenol,
2,5-dichlorophenol, 3,4-dichlorophenol, and the unknown based on reaction pH.
Conclusion
The oxidation of triclosan under basic conditions using hydrogen peroxide has
been demonstrated to lead to the formation of 2,4-dichlorophenol, 2,5-dichlorophenol,
and 3,4-dichlorophenol. Only 2,4-dichlorophenol, but not 2,5- and 3,4- dichlorophenols,
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has been previously known to form from the degradation of triclosan. The formation of
the 2,4-dichlorophenol is formed through the base-mediated cleavage of the ether
linkage leading to both the formation of the dichlorophenol and 4-chlorocatechol. The
3,4- and 2,5-dichlorophenols are believed to form through a 1,2 chloride shift through
the above proposed mechanisms.
The unidentified late eluting peak is hypothesized to be a semi-quinone with two
chlorine atoms attached. The similarities in the product ion spectra of the peak eluting
at 22.5 minutes and the dichlorophenols suggest that the ion formed during negative ESI
may undergo a reduction to isomerize to a dichlorophenol structure, similar to what was
observed in the negative ion ESI of halogenated quinones presumably. The semiquinone, 3,4-dichlorophenol, and 2,5-dichlorophenol are suggested to be formed by a
mechanism that involves at least two hydroxyl radical attacks, the second of which
cleaves triclosan at the ether linkage. As observed in the formation of the 2,5- and 3,4dichlorophenols, the formation of the semi-quinone likely also involves a 1,2-chlorine
atom shift.
The formation of the 2,4-, 2,5-, and 3,4-dichlorophenols, as well as the late
eluting unknown (at 22.5 minutes) may occur at pH values consistent with those
observed in aquatic environments and when oral hygiene products are combined. The
formation of these compounds at a neutral pH should be a cause for concern both for
human and environmental health given the known toxicity of the dichlorophenols
formed.
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